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TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

Murray State,
Western chiefs
eye enrollment
requirements

Clear and cold
Tonight: Clear and cold. Low
40 to 45. Northeast wind 5 to 10
mph.
Wednesday: Sunny. High 65
to 70.

!AURRAY. KY

WORLD

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Former Housing Secretary Samuel Pierce is
being called before Congress under subpoena today to face lawmakers
openly skeptical about whether he will cooperate with their probe into
alleged influence-peddling at his agency.
CHARLESTON, S.C. — Truckloads of ice, plastic sheeting, bottled
water other necessities are beginning to arrive from the outside world
as a few services return to communities shattered by Hurric4ne Hugo.
WASHINGTON — President Bush today is seeking congressional
support for his new chemical weapons plan, contending U.S. and
Soviet abolition of such weapons will slow their proliferation in Third
World countries as well.
WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats, reaching for advantage in
the politically charged war on drugs, seek today to finalize a tentative
agreement with the Bush administration to boost the president's antidrug plan by $900 million.
MANILA, Philippines — Suspected Communist rebels today killed
two Americans near a 41.S. military base shortly before Vice President
Dan Quayle arrived for a three-day visit, Filipino officials said.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Adjutant General Michael Davidson has confirmed two "mishaps" involving National Guard helicopters during
the recently completed Green-Gray Sweep for marijuana, though he
had earlier denied any such incidents.
WHEATCROF7' — A federal investigation into an explosion at a
western Kentucky mine should be halted if the miners' representative
is not allowed to participate, an attorney says.
MANCHESTER — Innocent pleas were entered by 12 people
charged in two vote fraud cases stemming from the May primary in
Clay County.

SPORTS
BOSTON —Wade Boggs of the Boston Red Sox decided there was
only one way to react to the public disclosure last spring of his steamy
romance with Margo Adams.
HOUSTON — It's over. Yogi Berra, who became famous for saying "it ain't over 'til it's over," announced he'll turn in his uniform
after 42 years to become a baseball adviser for the Houston Astros.
CINCINNATI — The Cincinnati Bengals' defense was tested twice
in the clutch. It earned its stripes both times.
CINCINNATI — After Eric Thomas had blown a coverage that led
to a Cleveland touchdown in the first half, he got some reassurance for
the second half.
INDIANAPOLIS — Jack Trudeau is in, Chris Chandler is out and
Eric Dickerson is a maybe as the Indianapolis Colts prepare to meet
the New York Jets.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — Lower
interest rates lured buyers back
into the existing home market in
August when sales rose 3.3 percent to their highest level in six
months, a real estate group
reported.
The National Association of
Realtors said Monday that existing single-family homes sold at
a seasonally adjusted annual rate
of 3.44 million units last month,
up from July's revised 3.33 million units.

Hot housing rnarksts
In percent increase from Jan 1 to June 30
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Steve Zea discusses county unemployment with the board of directors Monday, but the city's planned annexation was the main topic of
discussion at the meeting.
Staff photo by Mark

Cooper

Mayor urges the chamber to reaffirm support
of annexation vote; issue set for Nov. 7 ballot
Support for the planned annexation of over 11 square miles surrounding Murray should begin to
be voiced now, according to Mayor
Chuck Foster, who called upon the
board of directors of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce to reaffirm their resolution to support the action Monday.
The decision to annex the land
— which would more than double

the size of Murray — will be made
in the general election Nov. 7 when
55 percent of the more than 1,144
voters living in the proposed area
will be needed to approve or veto
the plan.
Until then, city leaders will have
a fight on their hands to convince
the voters, many who are against
the annexation, that the issue is a
"life and death" affair to the city,
Foster said.
"The key to this issue is to get
the correct information to the publ-

ic," Foster said. "There has been a
lot of misinformation about the
annexation and many people are
against it."
The annexation proposal was
recommended in August, 1988 by a
"blue ribbon" committee set up to
study the needs of the city's general fund. The group told the city
council the annexed land would
attract industry to the county as
well as strengthen the city's
(Coned on page 2)

MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — Citing swelling frestunan ranks
whose entrance exam scores are
above average, Murray State
University Acting President
James Booth said it may be
time for the school to implement tighter enrollment
restrictions.
Booth said Monday he didn't
believe it was up to Murray to
let every student enroll when
community colleges and other
institutions provide effective
developmental and remedial
programs.
''We realize we cannot be all
things to all people," he said.
"That's the whole putpose of a
system of higher education, that
collectively ... we are all things
to all Kentuckians. And we
want to avoid the unnecessary
duplication."
Booth stressed the change
would not mean an enrollment
cap.
He said Murray is looking at
the cost of developmental and
remedial programs for students
who might be better served at
community colleges or other
institutions.
"We find at Murray State the
students who have gone through
the community colleges in this
region come in wed-qualified,"
Booth said. The students complete development programs at
the community college level,
"and they're ready to hit the
ground running," he said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Preliminary decision to deny permit for LWD
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Natural Resources Cabinet has notified LWD Inc. in Calvert City it
intends to deny an operating permit
for a hazardous waste disposal
facility.
If made final, the decision would
force the plant to close down, said
Deputy Secretary John Nichols.
The plant has been operating two
incinerators and two storage facilities on a temporary permit since
May 1983.

KSBA stance
says schools
should have
more freedom
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state, which rigidly controls the
process of teaching, should instead
give schools the freedom to decide
how students could best learn "the
skills and abilities we expect every
child to have," the Kentucky
School Boards Association says.
That is the top recommendation
of a position paper the association
will present in 12 public meetings
around the state in October and
November.
It would "get the state in the
business of saying exactly what we
want (of students) and out of the
business of saying how you go
about doing it," KSBA Executive
Director David Keller said Monday
in an interview.
The paper is being released as
the Task Force on Education
Reform solicits the ideas of consultants and interest groups about the
making of a high-quality education
system. The task force — 16 legislators and five gubernatorial
appointees — was created after the
state Supreme Court declared Kentucky's system unconstitutional.

Environmental Protection Commissioner Art Williams said Monday's decision was based primarily
on the company's poor track record
in observing environmental rules.
According to records provided
by the cabinet, the company has
been fined $114,500 since June
1985 and two other fines are pending from other incidents.
The cabinet also provided a list
of alleged violations of environmental rules at the plant.

In a news release, Williams said
the company's performance in the
past has not been "consistent with
the standard of care and degree of
adherence to the law necessary to
operate a hazardous waste storage
and treatment facility."
However, LWD President Amos
Shelton said a statement the company received from the Department
for Environmental Protection listed
only one operational violation, in
1986, that resulted in a $7,500 fine.

''The rest of the reasons given
by the department are either
paperwork-technical matters, none
of which involve performance or
operations, or unsubstantiated allegations by disgruntled former LWD
employees," Shelton said.
"The department conducted secret interviews and has not provided
us with any details on the basis of
their charges."
(Cont'd on page 2)

Celebrating an American tradition

The Empire Farm Apple Festival at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the Lakes (1131.1
national recreational area will celebrate the apple's prominent rok in American tradition Saturday, Oct.
7, at Empire Farm. The festival will include an apple goods contest, a variety of games such as apple
races, apple bobbing and an apple tom, bluegrass music, storytelling and folk dancing. There will also be
apple butter and applesauce making denvstrations, wagon rides and food concessions. The festive will
be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The visitor's fee is $1 for adults and 75-cents for children ages 6 to 17. Children
under 6 accompanied by a parent get in free.
TVA photo by Deals* llobialttos
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Freed mother could be jailed again in cusItody dispute
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
physician, free after two years in
jail for refusing to let her daughter
visit her former husband, says she
realizes she could wind up back
behind bars in her bitter child custody battle.
"I don't know that anything is
over," Dr. Elizabeth Morgan said
shortly after she was released Monday from the District of Columbia

jail. "1 could be jailed again, and I
know that, and my daughter
remains unprotected."
Morgan, 41, was jailed on civil
contempt of court charges in
August 1987 after failing to produce her 7-year-old daughter Hilary for court-ordered visits with
Dr. Eric Foretich, her ex-husband
and the girl's father. She has

Murray State student reported
in fair condition after accident
A Murray State University student is in fair condition in an
Evansville, Ind. hospital following
a one-car accident Monday morning, according to a Kentucky State
Police report.
Shawn M. Stock, 17, Evansville,
was westbound on the West Kentucky Parkway four miles west of
Eddyville at 8:55 a.m. when she

apparently fell asleep. The vehicle
ran off the road, came back across
both westbound lanes and overturned, sliding across both eastbound lanes on its top.
She was taken to Caldwell County Hospital with multiple injuries,
where she was stablized in the
emergency room. She was later
transferred to St. Mary's Hospital
in Evansville.

Kentucky State Police looking for
2 people facing marijuana charges
Kentucky State Police officers
issued summons Monday afternoon
to two Calloway County residents
for cultivating marijuana.
Terry Lynn Stubblefield, 33 and
Francie Stubblefield, 30, both of
Route I, Murray, were issued summons at 2:30 p.m. by Troopers Stephen Humphreys and Tony Dunker.
Both were charged with cultivating
marijuana.

MURRAY

cAllowAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
kentucl” 42071

The charge stems from a search
of the Stubblefield residence Saturday by the state police. According
to the report, 13 marijuana plants,
various drug paraphernalia and cultivating tools were confiscated.
No arrests were made, according
to Chuck Robertson, KSP public
information officer. He said the
investigation is continuing and
more charges could be
forthcoming.

Call us
at our
new
number!

762- 1100
Now you can call directly to a patient's room
by dialing 762-1 plus the room number.

'ti;:

•

Administration
762-1102
Admitting
762-1297
Ambulance
Blood Bank
70-1119
Business Office
Insurance Inquiries
Medicare Clerks
Inpatient
762-1294
Outpatient
762-1287
Non-medicare Clerks
A-G
762-1294
H-0
762-1293
P-Z
762-1292
Billing Inquiries 762-1296
Cafe Catering
762-1111
Cardiac Rehab
762-1170
Cardiopulmonary
Services/EKG
762-1171
Child Care Center
753-6352
Continuing Education
762-1248
Food Service
762-1112
Gift Shop
762-1275
Health Promotions
762-1384
Home Health
762-1537
Hospice
762-1107
Laboratory
Inpatient
762-1118
Outpatient
762-1503
Library
762-1380
Maintenance
762-1134
Medical Arts Pharmacy
762-1500
Medical Insurance
Billing Service
762-1526
Medical Records
762-1182
Miracle Moments Educator 762-1385
Nurse Recruiter
762-1319
Nursing Administration
762-1245
Nutrition
762-1109
Patient Advocate
762-1107
Personnel
762-1106
Physical Therapy
762-1139
Poison Control Center
753-7588
Public Relations
762-1381
Purchasing
762-1129
Radiology
Inpatient
762-1140
Outpatient
762-1503
Respiratory Care
762-1171
Social Work Services
762-1108
Volunteer Services
762-1276
Waiting Room
Critical Care
762-1223
Labor and Delivery
762-1426
Outpatient Surgery
762-1348
Weight Control For Life!
762-1533

alleged that Foretich sexually
abused Hilary; Foretich has
repeatedly denied those charges.
Her release was the result of a
law passed by Congress and signed
by President Bush last week limiting civil contempt jail terms in the
District of Columbia to 12 months.
The law expires after 18 months.
While Morgan smiled during a
news conference and held hands
with her fiance, federal appeals
court judge Paul R. Michel, she
acknowledged that her legal fight is
far from over.
"1 intend to stay here and work
through the legal system until (Hilary) is safe," Morgan said. "I will
never give up."
"I cannot say where she is if
there is a possibility she would be
returned" to Foretich, she said.
Elaine Mittleman, Foretich's
attorney, said after Morgan was
released that further proceedings
against her are "quite likely."
Morgan "remains in contempt of
court, and this law doesn't change
that," Ms. Mittleman said. "That's
not being vengeful; it's just what
the law is about."
Foretich's attorney maintained in
court papers that the new law was
unconstitutional because it infringed on the power of the judicial
branch to enforce its orders.
Ms. Mittleman also charged in
her papers that the law violated
several of Foretich's constitutional
rights, among them the right to due
process of law.
District Superior Court Judge
Geoffrey Alprin signed the order
freeing Morgan.
A cold, driving rain greeted her
as she emerged from the jail, riding
in a car accompanied by Michel
and her attorney, Stephen Sachs.
"I feel very happy and very
grateful to everyone that has helped
me," she said, wearing an orange
prison jumpsuit and clutching a
dozen yellow roses given her by
Michel. "I will probably cry when
I say this, but I want to thank God
for every angel on Earth who has
helped me."
Meeting reporters later after
changing into a blue dress with
white polka dots, Morgan said she
was "stunned ... It's a bit like
being born again."
Refusing to disclose Hilary's
whereabouts, she said her daughter
is better off than she was when
Morgan started the jail term.
"She's happy where she is,"
Morgan said. "She's made a
remarkable recovery. She obviously misses me, as I miss her, but she
has no desire to return if it means

GINNIE MAE:
9.32%
They guarantee income payments
every month. Plus peace of mind
every day because they're backed
by the full faith and credit of the
C.S. Government. Call me today
for details.

David Lane
520 Main St
iNational Hotel
753-7401

.7.° Edward
D. Jones & Co:
Member Nee York Stock Exchange. Inc.
and Securities Protection Corporation
Effective date September X, M.
•Estimaied anticipated yield using GNIIIIA standard
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Clip and save until you receive your new Jackson
Purchase Telephone Directory in November or your
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Directory in January.

Enrollment••

Annexation•••

(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page I)
revenue base.
Enrollment for full-time, new
further incest."
If the annexation fails, however, freshmen is 27 percent higher than
Asked whether she had heard
it could halt economic growth in two years ago, a school spokesman
from her daughter during her two the city as well as the county dur- said. Meanwhile, the average ACT
years behind bars, Morgan ing the next several years, a situa- score for incoming freshmen was
responded, "Yes, but I won't tell
tion that would be very costly to 20 in 1988, compared with 17.8 for
you how" and added, "If I were the area indeed, according to the state.
going to my daughter I would not Chamber board member Sid
Booth said the 1989 freshman
tell you."
Easley.
class appears to be at least as
Morgan was asked what the
"I know of no other issue that is strong in ACT scores.
future holds and replied, "I hope it more important to Murray right
"At a time when resources are
doesn't hold jail." She said she now than annexation," Easley said. so scarce, an expenditure in stuwas going "wherever my fiance
The issue is made even more dents we know are not likely to be
will take me."
important by the fact that proposed
here at the end of the year may not
Morgan was asked what she annexation, if defeated in a general be a wise investment on the part of
would say if she could talk to her election vote, cannot be considered
the university," Booth said in a
daughter.
again by a Kentucky city within
news release last week.
She paused, then said, "You're a five years according to state law.
But he said Monday he did not
wonderful girl, and it was worth
necessarily expect tighter entrance
"This thing could stimy growth
every minute... I hope the last two (in the county) for the next few
requirements to result in slower
years were just the beginning of a years if it's defeated," according to
enrollment growth. If the requirelifetime of safety."
board member Sam Parker.
ments are matched to the universiTo help combat the lack of inforty's mission, he said it could be
mation about the proposal, the city
reasonably expected that more stuwill launch an information camdents who are brighter and better
paign including a letter from the
qualified would be attracted to the
mayor, fact sheets and a telephone
school.
"hotline" that will be aimed at
At Western Kentucky University
erasing doubt about the annexation, in Bowling Green, President ThoFoster said.
mas Meredith has said if the enrollA petition signed last year by 50
ment boom continues there, the
school might be forced to consider
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — The percent of the residents in the propa ceiling.
Kentucky Natural Resources and osed area was enough to get the
This fall's preliminary enrollEnvironmental Protection Cabinet issue on the ballot for November.
ment of 14,694 may mark the limit
has granted biologists at Murray The petition was organized by a
to which the university can expand
State University $100,000 to assess group against the proposal, The
without significant funding
the water quality of 37 western People for the Vote.
Building permits, leash laws,
increases, Meredith said last week
Kentucky lakes during a two-year
vehicle taxes and other restrictions
at the end of his first year at
period.
Western.
Dr. Joe King, chairman of the were named as disadvantages to the
Western's faculty and building
Department of Biological Sciences, proposal, according to People
are strained by a 30 percent
will be the principal investigator spokesman Kenneth Suiter.
The proposed annexation area is
increase in enrollment during the
for the project, which will involve
past four years. The school may
collecting three water samples from bordered by the Clark's River on
the south and east, Poor Farm and
have to set earlier application deadeach lake for analysis.
lines or demand higher high school
A similar study of 45 lakes in Lassiter roads on the north and
grades and admission-test scores,
the eastern half of Kentucky is . Housden Road and Roy Graham
he said.
being conducted by the Kentucky Road on the west.
"We don't want to cap enrollDivision of Water.
ment in a state where one out of
The lakes are being monitored to
every nine residents is a college
determine nutrient levels and
graduate," Meredith said. "We
whether any pollution present in (Cont'd from page 1)
should
be trying to educate everythe water is the result of agriculturKentucky historically has been
al runoff or sewage input.
"heavy ort the control side" of one we can. I don't know of a state
education, dictating the precise that has developed economically,
number of minutes of instruction to as we want to, that hasn't first
be devoted to each subject, Keller improved its education system."
Meredith and Booth both cite the
said.
problems
worsened by insufficient
The state instead should set forth
Free government commodities "the skills and abilities we expect funding, including lagging faculty
will be distributed Thursday, Sept. every child to have," he said.
salaries.
28, at the county road department's
Surveys have shown that Ken"You can't mandate teacher
facilities on East Sycamore Street effectiveness. You've got to give tucky's professors are earning
an
between the hours of 8 a.m. and them some freedom to make deci- average of $5,455 less per
year
3:30 p.m.
sions at the local district level, the than their counterparts across the
Anyone wishing to obtain these local school level," Keller said.
nation and nearly $3,000 less than
items should bring proper identifiThe association also advocates colleagues within the region.
cation. Persons picking up the creation of a state agency whose
Booth said the salaries are fallitems for another individual, must sole function would be monitoring
ing
farther behind every year and
bring a signed note of authoriza- and enforcement of all education
cause
him to fear that "Kentucky
tion, according to Calloway County laws and regulations.
is becoming a vast wasteland for
Judge-Executive George Weaks'
That was a revival of an idea
office.
previously suggested by a KSBA- higher education in the 1990s."
It is extremely necessary for sponsored think group: creation of
Meredith's answer to the shorresidents to bring with them a bag
an Office of Inspector General for tages is to ask the state for more
or box for carrying the items, a Education.
money and to improve Western's
spokesperson for the program
ability
to raise money from private
Other recommendations of the
stated.
sources.
While he was a top admiassociation
include use of regional
The USDA Emergency Food
nistrator at the University of Misagencies
to
provide
school
support
Assistance Program is available to
sissippi, the school raised $61 milall eligible recipients regardless or services; preserving locally elected lion
in private funds.
school
boards;
and appointment cif
race, color, national orgin, sex or
As
the 1990 General Assembly
the
superinten
dent
of
public
handicap.
instruction, or creation of a chief session approaches, funding for
executive officer for the Depart- higher education will be up against
ment of Education, to avoid proposals to revise spending on
MSU Students
changes in leadership every four Kentucky's elementary and seconie
dary schools.
years.
Welcome!
to
Meredith and Booth argue that
Free Estimates
Meeting set for
10
all of education, including higher
to* Complete Machine Shop
education, should be looked at by
CCHS Oct. 25
* Computerized Tune-Up
state officials.
The public meetings begin Oct. 3
10 Test Machine
But the Kentucky Supreme Court
at the Holiday Inn, Hazard.
* Muffler Shop
ruling
earlier this year ordering the
Others will be Oct. 10, MiddlesFor Your Automotive
/0
revamping
of the public-education
boro High School; Oct. 11, High10 Needs See Don Rowlett
system covers only kindergarten
land
Country
Club,
Fort
Thomas;
or Doug Stalls"'
Oct. 17, Morehead State Universi- through 12th grade. Most public
ty; Oct, 19, Spencer County High discussion on the issue has left out
School, Taylorsville; Oct. 23, higher education.
Paintsville Elementary School; Oct.
24, Calloway County High School,
Murray; Oct. 25, MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins High School; Oct.
26, Western Kentucky University; (Cont'd from page 1)
40
514 S. 12th St.
Oct. 30, Jamestown Resort and
Shelton said he was confident
753-8868
Marina; Nov. 1, Grayson County
.INAAAA_ %AAA.
High School, Leitchfield; Nov. 2, that when the department makes
public its basis for the preliminary
Harrodsburg High School.
determination on the permit, LWD
would prevail.
The final decision on the permit
application will be made by the
cabinet after a 45-day public comment period.
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Registration urged
Dear Editor;
To all citizens in the proposed
city annexation. If you have not
registered to vote in the November
election or if you still vote in a
precinct that you moved from, you
should now sign to vote at the
County Clerks Office at the Court
House on the square BY OCTOBER 7. It is easy to do and only

takes a minute.
Think it over, double check
information, but do Register to
Vote by October 7th and do vote
no on the annexation issue.
Sincerely,
Donald Keller
College Farm Road
Murray, Ky.

Humanism questioned
Dear Editor:
Recent articles and letters in the
paper have addresed the 'issue of
faith in God vs. Humanism/
Atheism. The subject clamors for
clarity, and, as one writer requested
of True Believers, "I'd like to
know how people have reached this
remarkable conclusion." I'm
pleased to respond.
Human knowledge is a fraction
of the universe. The balance is a
vast void of ignorance. Human reason cannot function in a void, thus,
the intellect can rise no higher than
the criteria by which it perceives
and measures values.
Humanism makes man his own
standard of measure, however, as
with all measuring systems, a standard must be greater than the value
measured.
Based on ignorance and an
egocentric carnal nature, humanism
demotes reason to the simpleton
task of excuse-making for the rule
of feelings and glands.
Because man cannot invent
criteria greater than himself, the
humanist lacks a predictive capability. Without transcendent criteria
humanism cannot evaluate options
with foresight for survival and
progression and is unwittingly
committed to averages, mediocrity,
and regression. History and the dai-

ly newspaper are filled with additional evidence of expensive but
unused hindsight.
The void of human ignorance
can easily be filled with a functional faith while not-so-patiently
awaiting the foot-dragging growth
of. human knowledge and behavior.
Faith, initiated by The Creator and
revealed and validated in The
Bible, brings a transcendent standard to man the choice-maker.
Other philosophies and religions
are man-made and thereby lack
prophetic validation. Without foresight man is blind to potential consequence. The vision of faith in
God and His Word is survivalequipment for today and the future.
Overcome ignorance, presuppositions, and other people's-options, by reading the
whole book from Genesis to Revelation. Otherwise, who is qualified
to judge The Bible and its Author?
If the critic is more interested in
truth than in vanity he will eagerly
accept this challenge to "Put up..."
Perhaps he, too, will reach this
same "remarkable conclusion."
Reference: Psalm 119
Warm regards,
James Fletcher Baxter
14810 Leadwell Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405
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The 'PAWS'that refreshes
Despite a chill in the air and a
scrim of gray clouds, there were
plenty of smiling faces at Calloway
County Park last Saturday morning
for the 8th annual PAWS fund
raiser.
PAWS — Pets Are Wonderful
Society — is the youth group of
the county Humane Society. Each
year the group sponsors a variety
of activities for children and their
pets, including games, contests,
and prizes, all geared to a pet
theme.
Kathy Cohen, Education Director
of the group, explains that the
young members of PAWS run the
concessions on the deck of Playhouse in the Park, and that planning the various games starts well
before the September event.
"It's like a think tank," Cohen
says. "The kids come up with creative ideas for games, and then they
find items at places like garage
sales to make the ideas work."
This year's array of pet-related
pastimes included an ingenious
putting game in which the ball was
supposed to drop into a bucket that
was fashioned to look like a dog's
mouth. And then there was Lucky
Ducky, featuring a tub full of the
kind of baby ducks usually found
in toddlers' bathtubs.
A table full of standard issue
children's blocks was titled, "Pets
Spell-A-Word." Contestants were
supposed to spell animal words
with the blocks. I watched a little
blond girl spell "cat" and "rat"

funds. "Hopefully," says Ms. Maxwell, "this is an opportunity to educate kids and their parents a little
bit about caring for their pets, and
caring for others too."
Some of the most cherished
"pets" in Calloway County were
plucked off beds and out of toyboxes to compete in the stuffed pet
contest, which attracted 26 entries
be ore
on to
next this year. The competitors ranged
game.
in age from around 18 months to
A simple bean bag toss was con- pre-teen, and each one clutched
his
verted to an animal theme by mak- or her animal with the ferocity of a
ing bean bags, ingeniously, in the
protective parent.
shape of cats. And a spin-off of the
The smaller children had little to
old "Pin the Tail on the Donkey" say about their treasured stuffed
became "Feed the Bone to Odle," toys, many of whom, apparetly, are
featuring the ever-salivating pup nameless. For instance, there is
from the popular "Garfield" little Ashlee, with an adorable pink
cartoon.
bear. His name? "I don't know,"
One of the most popular attrac- she says, twirling some of his fur
tions was "Soak the Pet Hater," a around a little dimpled finger.
contraption constructed with a
John David, 7 years old, brings
large piece of plywood that had a Spike the Dog to the contest. Justin
head-sized hole in it. For a quarter, Paschall ushers Rodney Rabbit to
the strong-armed threw wet the festivities. A little boy named
sponges at the "pet hater" who Micah can't decide on his dog's
stuck his head through the hole. moniker — the canine is called
Besides the fun, there was some alternately Spike and Spot, answerimportant information distributed at ing to neither one.
the PAWS gala. A display of
Little Taylor, only 21 months
Humane Society pamphlets — old, has nothing to say about his
labelled with a sign proclaiming stuffed dog, or about the clown
"Edu-cat-ion" — provided back- (Bill Phillips) who tries to make
ground on the Society and the him smile. Taylor's mother finally
many services it offers.
confesses that the dog Taylor holds
Shawn Maxwell, Director of the in a death grip is called, "The Real
Humane Society Animal Shelter, Thing."
says that the annual PAWS event is
Deanna, with a luxurious blond
not just to raise much-needed braid trailing down her back, has a

fluffy, Zsa Zsa Gabor-type pup,
complete with pink bows. David, 9
years, escorts Max the rabbit; and
Raegan and Jennifer — both 6
years old and both in first grade —
share a single entry, a donkey
named Rainbow.
Little Brandy, only 3, does not
want to discuss her pet at all. Her
older brother, Terry, tells me that
the frog's name is "Ribit, and little
Brandy promptly thumps her
brother on the chest for his trouble.
First prize, a $10 gift certificate
to Pagliai's and a trophy donated
by Dennison-Hunt, went to Nikki
Houston's Fuzzy, a tiny, lovewom
koala.
Though the formal ages of
PAWS members range from 3rd to
8th grade, Kathy Cohen, Education
Director, tells me that PAWS members like to stay involved with the
organization. "Once a PAWS
always a PAWS," she quips.
To entertain the "older participants, there was live music, provided by Dan Cohen on guitar, Eric
Niffenegger on drums, and Matt
Lawson at the keyboard.
Besides the fund raiser, members
of PAWS are also involved in a pet
therapy program. PAWS members,
escorted by adult volunteers, bring
pets from the animal shelter to
senior citizens, as a regular monthly event.
"It's good for the kids as well as
the adults," Cohen says. Additional
information is available through the
Humane Society at 759-4141.
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Health care a hot issue
Dear Editor;
Surely no other country devotes
as much of its resources — more
than $600 billion per year — to
health care as does the United
States. Yet:
*More than 30 million Americans have no health insurance protection whatsoever, and millions
more are underinsured.
*We're 20th among the nations
of the world in infant mortality.
*We have no program to provide
— and pay for — long-term care
for the growing number of Americans of all ages who need it.
*We are wasting countless billions of dollars on unnecessary
medical tests, procedures and
equipment, money that could be
used to give all Americans basic
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health protection or to provide
needed long-term and prenatal care.
We are not using nearly enough
of our resources for health promotion and disease prevention. In the
long run, this would cost far less
than what we are now paying to
treat preventable illnesses.
Most outrageous of all, the fact
is that millions of you and those
you love simply cannot obtain the
health care you need, whether for
financial or other reasons. (Recent
estimates range from 31 to 37
million.)
This has resulted in an incredible
degree of frustration over our
health care system; 89 percent of
those responding to a recent survey
believe that our system needs fundamental changes.
But it isn't just individuals who
are suffering. The skyrocketing
cost of health care is becoming a
serious financial 'burden for many
businesses and is hurting us in
international trade competition.
Clearly, the question is not
whether to change our health care
system, but how? The question is
not whether to extend health care
to those who don't have it, but how
best to provide that care. Doing
nothing is no longer an option.
In a recent editorial, USA Today
said it well: "Government must
assure health care ... The sick
should not have to beg for life ... or
be treated like deadbeats because
they can't pay hospital bills ... or
go without basic care because they
can't buy it. A nation that cares can
do better than that."
Sincerely,
Horace B. Deets, Executive Director American Association of
Retired Persons
1909 K. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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Today In History
Today is Tuesday, September 26, the 269th day of 1989. There are 96
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Two hundred years ago, on September 26, 1789, Thomas Jefferson was
appointed America's first Secretary of State; John Jay was named the first
chief justice of the United States; Samuel Osgood began service as the
first Postmaster-General; and Edmund Jennings Randolph was named the
first Attorney General.
On this date:
In 1955, following word that President Dwight D. Eisenhower had suffered a heart attack, the New York Stock Exchange saw its worst price
decline since 1929.
In 1957, the musical "West Side Story" opened on Broadway.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Murray State University President Constantine W. Curris is pictured presenting a plaque to Walter
Apperson, president of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, honoring the spirit of
cooperation which has existed
between the community and university since the university's
founding in 1922.
The League of Women Voters
sponsored a forum on County Government last night at Murray City
Hall. Speakers were Sue Outland,
county treasurer, Billy Erwin and
Dan Bazzell, magistrates, Robert
0. Miller, judge/executive, Marvin
Harris, county clerk, and Max
Parker, county attorney.
Twenty years ago
Pfc. Keith Wilcox Curd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Curd Sr., has
been reported wounded in action in
Vietnam.
Norman Klapp of Murray was
presented General Grand Chapter
Merit Award as Outstanding Royal
Arch Mason in Kentucky for 1969
at Grand Chapter meeting in Louisville. Guthrie B. Churchill of Murray, Grand High Priest, presided.
Linda Kay Harris and Larry Lee
Gilmore were married Aug. 30 at
First Baptist Church.
Buddy Hewitt won the Inter-City
Golf Tournament played at Murray

Country Club and Oaks Country
Club.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Hugh Houston of Murray has
been named to Kentucky Medical
Association Council.
George Hart of Murray has been
namned to Detaocratic State
Finance Committee.
Clarence Dale Witty was honored at a party in celebration of his
eighth birthday by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Witty.
Forty years ago
Charles B. Starks of Sinking
Spring community and Marvin
Howard of Penny community are
the first two farmers to report a
100 percent cover crop in Calloway
County.
Boy Scout Fun-O-Ree was held
at Courthouse, Murray Fire Department, Varsity Theatre and Murray
City Park on Sept. 24, according to
Everett Jones, local scout official.
Carlene Sue Lockhart and Jack
Beale Kennedy were married Sept.
15 at Corinth, Miss.
Births reported include a girl to
mr. and Mrs. James E. Parrish and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Littlepage, Sept. 23; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbumb Herndon, Sept. 24;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Williams, Sept. 25.

In 1960, the first of four televised debates between presidential candidates Richard M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy took place in Chicago.
In 1962, the television comedy "The Beverly Hillbillies" premiered on
CBS.
In 1977, Sir Freddie Laker began his cut-rate "Skytrain" service from
London to New York_
Ten years ago: President Jimmy Carter sent a note to Sen. Edward Kennedy, his potential rival for the Democratic nomination, saying remarks
he had made in New York a day earlier were not meant to be a reference
to Chappaquiddick. (Carter had said that as president, he had dealt with
several crises, and "I don't think I panicked.")
Five years ago: Britain and China initialed a draft agreement on the
future of Hong Kong once the British colony reverts to Chinese rule in
1997.
One year ago: In a farewell speech to the UN General Assembly, President Reagan said it was "a moment for hope" for peace in the world, and
said a new U.S.-Soviet treaty to sharply reduce nuclear arms could be
concluded the following year.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Julie London is 63. Actor Patrick O'Neal is
62. Actor Kent McCord is 47. Singer Lynn Anderson is 42. Singer Olivia
Newton-John is 41. Actress Melissa Sue Anderson is 27.
Thought for Today: "The evils that now and then wring a groan from
my heart are ... not that I am a single woman and likely to remain a single
woman — but because I am a lonely woman and likely to be lonely." —
Attributed to Charlotte Bronte, English author (1816-1855).
— By The Associated Press
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Babies and dismissals listed by hospital Bowles-Young vows said at Elm Grove
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
22, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Younger baby boy, parents, Leisa and David, 1103 Lincoln, Paris,
Tenn.;
Heath baby girl, parents, Marsha
and Earl, 302 South Lake St., Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Jerry L. Hart, Rt. 2, Box 75,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Edith Yoder
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 409, Fancy Farm;
Kenneth G. Owen, 1705 Melrose, Murray; Robert L. Campbell,
214 North Ninth St., Mayfield;
Clint A. Cope, Rt. 3, Bcx 375,
Benton;
James T. Williamson, Rt. 1, Box
560-B, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ovie White, Rt. 2, Box 167, Hazel;
John C. Willoughby, Rt. 5, Box
145, Murray; Miss May 'Nell
McCleod, P.O. Box 116, Hazel;
Allen F. McCuiston, Box 166, New
Concord.

Fulton; Mrs. Ruby Melugin, 710
Olive St, Murray;
Mrs. Lorena Foster, 1402 Johnson, Murray; Neal B. Brooks, Rt.

1, Box 141, Farmington;
Mrs. Opal Outland (expired)
1809 College Farm Rd., Murray.

DATEBOOK
Kellie Massey attending Rhodes
Kelli Massey, daughter of Hugh Gray and Sara Massey of 1547 Oxford
Dr., Murray, is a student at Rhodes College, Memphis, Tenn., and not at
Memphis State University as published Monday from a release from
Memphis State. She is a freshman pre-law student and has pledged Kappa
Delta sorority. She is a graduate of Murray High School.

Virgil Trout speaker at church
Virgil Trout is the evangelist at a gospelneeting being held at Benton
Church of Christ. Services will be at 7 p.m. nightly through Thursday,
Sept. 28. Trout is an international broadcaster with programs beamed
weekly into Europe and Asia via short wave radio. He has been preaching
for more than 40 years and has spoken in Europe, Asia, Africa and in 44
states. Since 1983 he has also been a research writer for Chines and Russian scripts that are translated for broadcast by the World Christian
Broadcasting Corporation. In addition to his preaching, he is associated
with the petroleum industry and has been featured in more than 500 college campus series and made more than 1000 public school appearances.
He and his wife reside in Oklahoma City, Okla., but average 200 days a
year in speaking-related travel.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County' Hospital for Saturday, Sept. 23,
have been released as follows:
Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens will be given at Hazel
Newborn admission
Center on Wednesday, Sept. 27, from 1,) a.m. to 1 p.m.
Community
Spence baby boy, parents, Shelia
Annette
Burnham,
director, urges all seniors to note this change in date
and Jeffery, Rt. 2, Box 75. Bttchafor this month for the blood pressure checks. The center will be open
nan, Tenn.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch served at 12 noon.
Dismissals
Mrs. Hope M. Allen, Rt. 4, Benton; Daniel Youngblood, Rt. 1, Box
508A, Benton; Mrs. Patricia LassiA Fall Fest Conference of Western Association for Children Under Six
ter, Rt. 1, Box 624, Dexter;
and
Western Kentucky Association for Education of Young Children will
Mrs. Tarim* M. Wallace and
baby boy, P.O. Box 162, Benton; be Saturday, Sept. 30, at First Baptist Church, Paducah. Registration with
Ms. Teresa Morris and baby girl, coffee and donuts will be at 8:30 a.m. with opening session at 9 a.m. and
Rt. 2, Box 728, Big Sandy, Tenn.; workshops to be from 9:30 a.m. to 4:25 p.m. For more information call
Mrs. Maxie M. Heppe and baby Leslie Watkins at 1-444-5682 before 2 p.m. or 1-554-5102 after 3 p.m.
girl, Rt. 1, Box 134, Almo; Mrs.
Kathy Leblanc and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Box 224B, Como, Tenn.;
Miss Sara C. Blackwell, Rt. 5,
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Box 11, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth
Thursday,
Sept. 28, at 8:30 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as folVaughn, 1616 Main St., Murray;
lows:
Court
1 - Lynn Dowdy, Nancy Whitmer, Sue Overbey and Ruth
Mrs. Esther M. Coy, 416 South
Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Mary F. Pickens; Court 2 - Lois Keller, Kay Mack, Renee Wynn and Marilyn
Willoughby, Rt. 3, Box 175, Adkins; Court 3 - Judy Mastera, Peggy Billington, Martha Andrus and
Norma Frank. Substitutes will be Alice Rouse, Frances Hulse and Jeanetta
Murray.
Williams.
One newborn admission and dismissals for Sunday, Sept. 24, have
been released as follows:
The Licensed Practical Nurses Class at Murray Vocational Center will
Newborn admission
have
its annual yard sale on Saturday, Sept. 30, started at 7 a.m. on lawn
Blalock baby boy, parents, Thelma and Richard. 1523 London Dr., of Murray Middle School at Main and Eighth Streets. Proceeds will go to
help civic activities and Health Occupation Students of America.
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Leisa Younger and baby
boy, 1103 Lincoln, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ann Gertrude Hewitt, Rt. 1,
Compassionate Parents Education/Support Group will meet Thursday,
Box 372, Hollow Rock, Tenn.;
Sept. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County HospiMiss Ruth Moore, Box 34, tal. This is a group designed for parents who have lost a child or young
Hazel; Christopher Bynum, Rt. 5, adult through death. For more information call Reita Moody, hospital
Box 1066, Murray; Mrs. Patricia chaplain.
Kay Alexander, P.O. Box 213,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Danny Rudolph Osbron, Rt. 2,
Box 146G, Buchanan, Tenn.; Fred
An open-air benefit concert for Steve Hosford, a recent heart transplant
A. Bondurant, 414 Maple Ave., recipient and Murray State University custodian, will, be Sunday, Oct. 1,
at 12:30 p.m. on Cutchin Field, MSU. The free concert will be by Phi Mu
Alpha Sinphonia, Inc., and will featured students and professionals in
jazz, rock, Latin, country and gospel music. Donations will be greatly
appreciated and will go directly to the Hosford family.

Free checks at Hazel Wednesday

Children's groups plan event

Tennis play on Thursday

LPN Class plans yard sale

Compassionate Parents will meet

Hosford benefit will be Sunday
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Uncle Buck
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Bethel Chapel plans homecoming

9:15

Coming Soon
An
Innocent
Man

Bethel Chapel Pentecotal Church, located nine miles from Murray on
Highway 94 East, will have its homecoming on Sunday, Oct. 1. A dinner
will follow the 11 a.m. service. Evangelist H.G. Spencer of Kenosha,
Wis., will be the evangelist for service at 1:30 p.m. Joe Hatfield,
songwriter/singer, will present special music. Revival services will start
Sunday night, Oct. 1, and continue through Wednesday, Oct. 4. Services
will be at 7 p.m. nightly. The pastor, the Rev. Shelby Underhill, invites
the public to attend.
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The so-called "Monkey Trial"
ended July 21, 1925, in Dayton,
Tenn. John T. Scopes was found
guilty and fined $100 for teaching
Darwin's theory of evolution. The
conviction was overturned.
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Mini Shrimp
with choice of potato

$499
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Molena Armstrong presented a
lesson, "Family Community Life
- What One Can Do For Our
Community," at a meeting of Harris Grove Homemakers Club on
Wednesday, Sept. 13, at 10 a.m. at
Ellis Center.
Presiding was Margaret Taylor
who gave the devotion from Ephesians 4:32. Fifteen members
answered the roll call relating what
happened on their first day of
school.
Vice president Anna Lou Jones
reported on the Council meeting.
International Day meeting will be
Oct. 10 at 1:30 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library with Ursula Goh
from Malaysia as speaker. Annual
Homemakers Day Luncheon will
be Oct. 3 at Seven Seas Restaurant.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jay Eric Young
carnations, teal trumpet flowers
breath and draped with iridescent
and baby's breath with satin bows pearls and twinkling votive candles
and streamers.
with peach crystals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo
A three-tiered ivory cake was
with tails and ivory shirt, vest and
draped with cascading roses and
tie.
lilies-of-the-valley atop a bubbling
Chad L. Young, brother of the
peach fountain and to the side, two
groom, was best man. Groomsmen
matching heart cakes surrounded
were Monroe Jones and Kerry Vasby springeri and flowers.
seur both of Memphis, Tenn.
Serving the guests were Kristin
Justin Shelby, son of Mr. and
Shelby of Metropolis, cousin of the
Mrs. John Shelby of Metropolis, bride, Tiffany Chambers of Benton,
was the ringbearer.
and Christy Hale and Dawn Hale,
Ushers were Tim Mitchell, cousins of the groom.
brother of the bride, John Poyner,
Lauren Bremer, daughter of Mr.
cousin of the groom, Marshall
and Mrs. Mitch Bremer of MetroSchau and Jay Herndon. The aco- polis and cousin to the bride, carlytes were Joel Mitchell, brother of ried a teal lace lined basket decorthe bride, and Paul Miller, both of ated with roses and satin, Inside
Metropolis.
were fresh rose petals for throwing.
The attendants and fathers of the
After a honeymoon to Destin,
bridal couple wore black tuxedoes Fla., the new Mr. and Mrs. Young
are residing at 2517 Waterfront
with ivory shirts, vests and black
Way, Evansville, Ind.
bowties.
The bride is employed as a
The bride's mother wore a dusty
blue street length dress. The respiratory therapist at Deaconess
groom's mother chose a peach
Hospital and the groom is employstreet length dress. Their corsages ed as a financial analyst at Americonsisted of lilies, peach carnations can General Finance.
and teal trumpet flowers.
Prenuptial events included the
Miss Stephanie Shulman of „following:
Paducah presided at the register
A tea at Elm Grove Baptist
table.
Church with Darlene Hale, Wilma
Ms. Sue Cash of Symsonia
Billington, Dortha Stubblefield,
served as wedding director.
Carolyn Brasher, June Crider,
A buffet reception followed the
Lutricia Poyner, Linda Crouch,
ceremony in the Fellowship Hall of Wanda Suiter, Sue Lovett, Glenda
the Church.
Rowlett and Betty Wicker as
The reception table was Lhostesses;
shaped with an ivory.lace cover. In
A personal shower at the home
the corner was an unusual tri-level of Mrs. Mary Hooker with Mary
crystal centerpiece with Sanya Hooker, Stacey Sykes and Patsy
roses, carnations, ivy, baby's Massey serving as hostesses.

Area Homemakers' Day Luncheon
will be Oct. 24 at Kentucky Dam
Village.
Officers for the year are Mrs.
Taylor, president; Mrs. Jones, vice
president; Gene Wrather, secretary;
Mary Belle Jones, treasurer.
Department chairmen are Cultural Arts, Kathryn Ray; Citizen Outreach, Molena Armstrong; Clothing, Maxine Nance and Melva
Cooper; Family Life, Anna Lou
Tarry; Foods, Evelyn Dixon;
Health, Marie Hicks; Energy &
Environment, Lurlene Wilkerson;

In-Stock
Wallpaper
Rog Price $3Q Song* to &

tip

Borders
8100
& Up

PAINT PLUS

306 E. Ma n St.

759-4979

Home Management, Hattie Lee
Galloway; Landscaping, Lena
Jones; Recreation, Nova Lee
Wendt and Anna Lou Jones; International, Eleanor Cavanaugh; Historian, Elizabeth Parks; Publicity,
Quava Honchul.
The club now has 22 members.
Marie Hicks and Grace James
served refreshments of snacks and
fresh apple cake.
The next meeting will be Oct 11
at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center with
Anna Lou Jones and Julie Janecek
as hostesses.

Many new mothers suffer post partum depression
ORADELL, N.J. (AP)- Three
of every four new mothers suffer
from post partum depression ranging from simple blues to
severe psychosis.
Just why isn't sure, says RN
magazine. Doctors now say prenat-
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Armstrong gives lesson at club meeting
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Council meeting planned

A combined meeting of WMU and BW Council of First Baptist Church
will be Wednesday, Sept 24, at 4:15 p.m. in the Conference Room of the
church office. At 5:45 p.m. a churchwide potluck supper will be in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.

1008 ChestIut • :)3-3314

Ms. Twila Suzanne Bowles and
Jay Eric Young were married in an
evening double ring summer ceremony at Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Murray.
The Rev. Roscoe Rose of Metropolis, Ill., officiated.
Music was presented by Donnie
Hendrix, pianist, and Mrs. Oneida
White, organist, both of Murray.
Soloists were Mrs. Joyce Searles,
Metropolis and Tom Clay of Golconda, Ill.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Mitchell of Metropolis and Mr. and Mrs. Joe F.
Young of Murray.
The bride is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Pauline Searles and the late
Elvis Searles, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. James Mitchell, all of
Metropolis.
The groom is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hale and Mr.
and Mrs. Truman Young. The
paternal great-grandmother is Mrs.
Pearl Humphrey of Murray.
The altaer featured a 45 branch
candelabrum creating a halo effect.
On each side were 7 branch candelabra and 2 heart-shaped candelabra with cascading arrangements. To
the side, ferns and a unity candle
completed the setting. The pews
were dressed with satin, foliage,
and baby's breath.
Escorted by her father and given
in marriage by her parents, the
bride wore a formal gown of soft
candlelight satin and imported
alencon lace. The basque bodice
was designed with a Queen Anne
inspired neckline and a deep V
open back, draped across the back
were seven strands of pearls.
The leg-of-mutton sleeves were
accented by sheer net designs bordered in heavily beaded venise
lace. A large butterfly bow
crowned the center back waistline.
The full skirt and attached chapel
train were unadorned except for a
narrow lace edging that encircled
the skirt and train.
The bride carried an arm bouquet
consisting of ivory Canna lilies,
roses, mini Rubrum lilies, ivy and
baby's breath wrapped in ivory
satin, lace bows and streamers.
Draped and intertwined were
strands of iridescent pearls,
accented with pearl spandles.
Ms. Kimberly Sielbeck of Honolulu, Hawaii served as maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Ms. Stacey Sykes of Murray and Ms.
Dianna Dennis of Metropolis.
The attendants wore peach tea
length dresses of taffeta. They carried matching arm bouquets of
Sanya roses, Rubrum lilies, mini
dogwood, tear trumpet flowers, ivy
and baby's breath tied with matching satin and lace ribbon.
The flower girl was Miss Sara
Suzanne Bowles, daughter of the
bride. She wore a candlelight satin
gown with pouf sleeves and train.
She carried a peach washed wicker
basket with the handle wrapped in
satin ribbon with ivy, rosebuds and
pearls draped to each side. Completing her arrangement, were ivory

SIN
will in
Comm
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Jeanne

al classes are vital to assess how a
woman feels about her pregnancy
and how she may react after birth.
Coping with mild depression can
involve persuading new mothers to
join a peer support group to better
express their feelings.

DISCOUNT
CRAFT SUPPLIES
"Choose
WATER COLOR
CLASSES
Tuesday,
October 3rd, 10:00 a.m.

Your Own

Discount"

HALLOWEEN SWEATSHIRT
PAINTING CLASSES

Thursday,
October 17, 6:30 p.m.

Watch For Our Grand Opening Soon!
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Corning community events listed
Tuesday, Sept. 26
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Wednesday, Sept. 27
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray, from 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Core meeting of Girl Scout leaders will be at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.

Two Video Teleconferences will
be from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4159.

Wednesday, Sept. 27
Committee at 7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir Rehearsal at 7:30 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

First session of Richard Jackson's evening critique wil be from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Murray Art
Guild.

Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
Brescia College at 7 p.m. in north
gym of Carr Health Building.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, Sunday School Teachers Prayer and Plan meeting, Youth Bible
Study and Sanctuary Choir at 7
p.m.

Free Adult Reading Program will
be at 6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Basketmalcing
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.

Adult I Class of Grace Baptist
Church will meet at 5:30 p.m. in
Fellowship House prior to revival
service at 6:30 p.m.

Kern Conley will sing a solo at
7:30 p.m. service at Eastwood Baptist Church.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club classes at
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:20
p.m. and Choir Practice at 7:30
p.m.

Murray High School Boys Soccer Team will host Calloway County High School at 5:30 p.m.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Faculty recital of Randall Black,
tenor, and Marie Taylor, piano,
will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will have an open meeting from 7 to 8 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room off Glendale Road. For information call
759-1625.

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will incude Communion
Service at 7 p.m. and Inquiry Classes at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir Rehearsal at 4:15 p.m.;
Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Finance

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
p.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
WMU Council nieeting at 4:15
p.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30
p.m.; Churchwide potluck at 5:45
p.m.; Budget Presentation at 6:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Mrs. Kelso is 95
!I I!

It

•

Wednesday, Sept. 27
Homemaker leader training on
"Stain Removal" will be at 10 a.m.
at Calloway County Public Library.
Free blood pressure checks for
senior citizens will be given from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center which will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities.
Willis Center on L.P. Miller
Street will be open from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens. Lunch will be served at 12
noon.
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will play golf and bridge at 9:30
a.m.
Mid-week supper will be served
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will be Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
on the theme of "I Love My Pet" at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Mrs. Pearl Kelso celebrated her 95th birthday on Friday, Aug. 11, at
her home. A luncheon in her honor was given by Annie Lee Cooper
and Clara Treas, daughters of Mrs. Kelso. She was the recipient or
many cards and phone calls. Other family members present were Lisa
Andrews, Krista Gaines, Jane Gaines, Jean Cooper, Gail Turner,
Joan Cooper and June Andrews. Also present were two friends, Ruby
Kelley and Lee Ann Wheeler.

Many suffer knee injuries
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Each
year, some 100,000 Americans who
suffer knee injuries undergo total
knee replacement surgery, according to government statistics.
Studies at the University of Minnesota, funded by Bristol-Myers
Co., show that some blows to the
knee may be severe enough to
cause tiny fractures and that even
less severe impacts can cause permanent physical and chemical
changes in knee cartilage. As a
result, the ability of bones and cartilage to act as natural shock absorbers is reduced.
Dr. Roby Thompson, chairman

of the university's orthopaedic
department, urges people to avoid
activities that put undue stress on
the knees.
Running, aerobics, dancing and
some endurance exercises place
repeated stress on the knee, he
says. More than 1,000 steps are
taken when a person runs one mile.
With each step, the knee may
absorb a force equal to two or three
times the runner's body weight.
Medical experts estimate one in
20 American adults suffers a
sports-related injury and, for most
athletics, injuries to the knee are
most common.

Balancing nutrients for a healthy diet
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've recently become a vegetarian and am concerned
about getting the correct balance of
nutrients in my diet. Fm hearing
about complete and incomplete proteins, but don't really understand
them. Can you help?
DEAR READER, I don't really understand them either. Protein is protein. Although protein from meat, fish
and poultry is high-quality, you will
experience no health problems by
substituting whole-grain protein, such
as cereals, which is just as nutritious.
Vegetarians come in many degrees.
Some people choose to eliminate only
meat, they eat eggs, fish and milk
products. Others disdain all products
produced by animals, including milk
and eggs. Obviously, the risk of protein deficiency is higher in the more
restrictive diets.
Depending on your dietary preferences and your general state of
health, you may need some calcium
and vitamin supplements. Ask your
doctor to help you choose a nutritious
diet.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Eating Right for A Healthy
Heart." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 with their
name and address to P.O. Box 91369.
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT I have two ruptured discs in the L3. L4 region. How
long does it take for medication to
ease the severe pain in both legs?
DEAR READER: In my experience, the pain of ruptured discs is often difficult to control with medicine
If your discomfort is severe, you may
need narcotics for pain-control. In
this case, improvement may be almost immediate, although this effect
is by no means consistent Narcotics
often reduce pain but do not eliminate
it entirely. What's more, once the effects of the drug have worn off, the
pain returns to its original level.
A ruptured disc usually must be

surgically repaired (laminectomy)
before patients can return to normal.
DEAR READERS: Several weeks
ago. I received a request to describe
Klippel-Trenaunay
syndrome.
I
pleaded ignorance and asked for help.
Some kind readers took pity and sent
me information on this rare condition.
Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome (angio-osteohypertrophy) consists of a
benign overgrowth of blood vessels
within a limb, associated with moles
and enlargement of the muscles and
bones, making the extremity bigger
and hotter than the unaffected one.
The condition may be present at
birth but usually develops during the
first months or years of life. Varicose
veins and mental retardation may be
present. The cause is unknown but ap-

pears to be due to an inherited abnormality. There is no treatment. Typically, the limb (usually an arm)grows
rapidly and then stops, leaving a residual deformity.
Thank you, readers, for writing.
© 1969 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Wilson
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Lisa, to Tony Brannon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Brannon of Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth Wilson and
the late Hugh Darrel Wilson of
Stella, and of Mrs. Mae Gallimorc
and the late Doyle G. Gallimorc Sr.
of Puryear.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Brannon of Puryear and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. John Rumbley of Paris,
Tenn.
Miss Wilson is a graduate of
Murray High School and received
her Bachelor's dcgree in Accounting and Computer Information Systems from Murray State University.
She is currently employed as an
accountant with the firm of
Richardson, Howe and Wilson,
Certified Public Accountants of
Murray.
Mr. Brannon is a graduate of
Henry County High School and
received his Bachelor's and Master's degrees in Agriculture from
Murray State University. He
received his Doctor of Education
degree from Oklahoma State University. He is currently an assistant
professor of Agriculture at Murray
State.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 18, at
6 p.m. at Puryear Baptist Church,

9-7

Second Set of Prints

FREE!

5:30
•

Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

Lisa Wilson and
Tony Brannon to marry
Puryear, Tenn.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.

All friends and relatives v..:
invited to attend the wedding
the reception.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOic
"It is only shallow people who do
not judge by appearances. The true
mystery of the world is the visible.
not the invisible."
— Oscar Wilde.
Today's East was mystified by
what he couldn't see in South's
trump holding. He didn't comprehend what he saw at trick one and
what was visible in dummy.
Dummy's club king won, and the
jack of spades was led enticingly
from dummy. Not wishing to deter
South from a losing finesse, East
ducked his ace smoothly. South
overtook with his queen and discarded a heart on his club ace, and
the rest was easy. The defense took
one trick in each of the three ranking suits, and South claimed the
rest.
"Who did you think held the ace of
clubs?" inquired West. "Your duck
wins only if I have a singleton spade
king, or if I have a doubleton queen
and declarer misguesses. Meanwhile you should know that unless
you get in quickly. one of dummy's
heart losers will disappear on
South's club ace."
Accurate analysis by West. In
view of South's bidding and the
takeout double by West. the actual
layout is quite predictable, and East
should rise at trick two to lead a
heart. This nets the defenders a
trump, two hearts and a diamond,
and South goes down one trick.

NORTH
926 A
•J 9 7 3
V75
•Q 10 7 5 4 2

4K
WEST
+2
•A Q 8 3
•A J 6 3
4 Q J 10 9

EAST
*A 6
•10 9 4 2
•9 8
4 8 6 5 4 `i
SOUTH
* K Q 10 8 5 4
KJ6
•K
4A 7 2

Vulnerable. Both
Dealer. South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1+
Dbl,
2+
Pass
4+
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Club queen

BID WITH THE ACES
South holds
9-26 B

South
1•

+2
IP A Q 8 3
•A J 6 3
•Q J 10 9
North
1.

ANSWER: Two clubs. This patter.
is difficult to describe, but two cluh,
leaves the door open to mar

contracts.
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Fresh Farm-Raised

Catfish

Lb.

Pork Loin

753-4175
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Breakfast
Special only $34 per
DAYTONA BEACH

night. Maxim im
IN'I'SM1S per

tides large cityvieNk
room,full American
style breakfast for 2
persons. Choose from
three deluxe
iiceanfront resorts,
Holiday Inn Surfside,
Botirdwalk and
Oceanside.
RESERVATIONS

Ind

800-874-7426
•Thtx package is available from Sept 5 1989
Feb. 19. 1990 Packages are not available for
group.or during special ements and hl Kim.
, At
least 504600 rooms available st pack air rates
daily Advance reaervations mulling] Plus 941
state tax Maximum 4 peroons per room
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CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
Robert Howley has a fish story to
tell that even he didn't believe at
first.
Howley, 51, was reunited with
his wallet last week after a fouryear separation. It was found in 30
feet of water, 200 yards off the
shore of Lake Winnipesaukee —
right where he had dropped it in
1985 while trying to fix his boat's
engine during a fishing outing.
A scuba diver who was looking
for a light that had fallen off an
antique boat found the wallet.
Howley said at first he didn't
believe it when Robert Ouellette,
24, called to tell him he'd found
the wallet, which contained $480 in
soaking bills. For years, Howley's
friends had teased him, joking that
they had found the wallet.
But Ouellette convinced Howley
that this was no gag.
"When he explained to me
exactly where he had found it, I got
so excited I headed right up there,"
said Howley, who lives in Seabrook. "I'm very appreciative."

PF:R
NIGHT

Wednesday
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Wallet is found
after four years

•

Whole or 12 (Cut into Chops)

PHOTO COUPON

•

NEW YORK (AP) — Prostate
cancer, the third deadliest cancer
among men, is one of the most
ignored illnesses in the United
States, according to a recent survey
by the Prostate Cancer Education
Council. The disease strikes nearly
100,000 Americans annually and
kills some 28,000 each year, the
council says.
Because the cancer generally
occurs in older men — median age
about 72 — it is increasing as the
population ages. The frequency is
highest among blacks and lowest
among Asians, according to the
organization of physicians, health
educators and patient support
groups.
The council recommends that
every man over age 40 have a yearly rectal exam to detect the cancer
at an early stage.

PETER
GOTT, M D.

F
.
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Wilson-Brannon wedding planned

Prostate cancer
is most ignored

Share Class of Grace Baptist
Church will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Fellowship House prior to the revival at 6:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1989

Hot Dogs

Lb.

Country

Ham Hocks

Lb.

89
'

Whole (Cut ihto steak)

Ribeyes (No charge Io• cutting & wrappelg] Lb
Country

Bacon
100% Ground 14 Lb.

Beef Patties

$429
9159

Lb.

9946
14 Lb. Box

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO,

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.

Phone: 753-1601

Hours. 7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
We Accept Food Stamps
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SPORTS
Sports
Wrangler
by Daniel T. Parker

This is Sgt. Joe Saturday -afternoon. The story
are about to read is true. Only the names have you
been
changed to protect the innocent...
It was her first time at a Murray State University footbal

l
game and she was as pretty as Miss America,
bundled up
against the seasonal (at last!) chill and wind, with
her big eyes
taking in every aspect of the game...
Well, not quite every aspect. In truth, those
big, nearly-fiveyear-old eyes were riveted on a dog-and-pony
show. Ask "Beck"
if she liked football and she'd answer with
an emphatic "yes!"
Ask her what she liked about it, and she said
"Dugger..."
While "Dugger" (MSU's stuffed mascot, more
commonly
known as "Dunker") and the SW Saluki were
holding the attention of the five-year-olds and the Racer band
members, Becky's
parents offered a little more insight into an
area we sports
reporters all too often lose sight of — the view
from the
stands.
• • •
It may have been Becky's first time to attend a
college
game, but both parents are bona fide football fans,
having lived
in and through the battles in Detroit and Chica
go before moving
to the football hotbed (ha ha) of western Kentucky.
Some of the discussion, therefore, was devoted to the
Chicago
Bears (with-and -without Jim McMahon) and Detroi
t's new "Silver
Streak" offense. There were, however, other areas
of the game
which were on two fans' minds.
They were sitting in "good" scats, the reserved
chair-seat sections down low to the field, and the husband/fath
er/fan noted
that the package deal of S31 for season tickets wasn't
a bad
deal at all (especially with the Racers leading
on the scoreboard), but he questioned whether or not seats a
little higher up
might not be more preferable.
(More five-year-old philosophy: Becky thinks the
seats at the
very back of the stadium are the best. Why? "There
's nobody
sitting by you and you can lay down," she said.)
Another thing on his mind was the classic dilemma
of the
football fan — you want to be at the game to catch
the flavor,
but it doesn't quite compare to the luxury of television
coverage. "You know there was a fumble," he said after
SIU put the
ball on the ground and Murray recovered in the third
quarter.
"But I want three different camera angles showing me
the
replay!"
• • •
Meanwhile, the wife/mother/fan was wondering about
fan
decorum at the games — more especially, the actions
of the
MSU band members.
"Do they have their own yells?" she questioned. At the
the Murray State cheerleaders were trying to megaphone time,
a
sage into the student section. At the same time, the band mes— en
masse — was hooting some holler from their locati
on right
above the cheerleaders. The two sounds met like the collisi
on
between an offensive and defensive line, and fan suppor
t (and
enjoyment) was thrown for a loss.
The band did get into. the "spirit" of the game once,
however. Early in the third quarter, the band noticed that
SIU's
Saluki was getting upon their podium, and a trio of
Racers
marched down the sideline and demanded that he leave,
then
swaggered back into the band section to scatterred applau
se. One
wonders if anyone in the band knew the score at the
time.
• • •
All told, the day ended well. Murray State won,
defeating
SIU 24-11. Becky got to meet Dunker — and
proved to be as
mute as the mascot — and, hopefully, the family
will return to
a crisp, sunny Saturday afternoon in Stewart
Stadium.

• • •
Can I horn in one more comment on
the MSU band? And,
before I do, can I say that I was in a
marching band once,
know how hard they work, know how
much how well how
devoted how everything else being in a
band requires.
I like bands. They sound nice doing the
national anthem, they
sound nice playing "fight" songs, they sound
and look nice at
halftime.
They didn't sound very nice at the start of
the second quarter
Saturday, when MSU found itself backed up
by a Saluki punt
that rolled out of bounds on the Racer 1.
With the Racers trying to protect or impro
ve
lead, quarterback Michael Proctor found himsel upon a 7-0
f with his back to
the wall, having to step into the end zone
as soon as he
stepped away from center.
Proctor and MSU fans everywhere were hoping
that his Racer
teammates could hear his shouted commands,
were hoping that
nothing interfered with the team's concentratio
n and, by so
doing, caused a fumble, an interception, an
offsides penalty, a
safety, or any of the thousand-and -one "thing
s to go wrong"
that coaches shiver over.
Meanwhile, the band played on.
Loudly.
LOUDLY!!!
Okay, band, here's a clue. You are the RACE
R marching
band. If you have the OTHER TEAM in
front of you, trying to
run an offense from their one-yard-line, and
you want to yell,
shriek, or chase stuffed dogs from "your"
podium, go to it. But
don't interfere with the RACER offensive
performance, please.
• • •
It looks as though the Si Louis Cardin
al 1982 World Championship souvenir baseball cup will soon
be put back on the
shelf.
The race for the NL East divisional crown
is just about up,
with the Cardinals clinging to their last
two chances — Mr.
Slim and Mr. None — before the Chicago
That was a good year, 1982. The Cards champagne pops.
had power pitching,
defense, baserunning and clutch hitting. Names
Andujar (the infamous "Walking Underwear"), such as Joaquin
Bruce Suuer, Bob
Forsch and John Stuper (who? the winner
of Game Six in the
Series, that's who) handled the pitching, Willie
McGee, Lonnie
and Ozzie Smith provided speed in the field
and on the bases,
Torn Herr, Darrell Porter, Keith Hernandez,
George Hendrick and
Dane lorg provided key hits.
was a good year, and coffee tasted
t
better the whole '
yearlaltollowing, and each time the Cards were
in
coffee mug was on my desk. Now, there's just a race, the
a sip or two
left, and it's already grown cold and bitter.
Wait 'til next year.
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Lady Tigers
post shutout

A DAY IN THE CAGE

Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times Sports

Calloway County girls' soccer
coach Kathy Newton didn't have
anything to kick about after Murray
High School's 5-0 win Monday,
even though three of her Lady Lakers couldn't kick at all.
"That's certainly not to take
away from Murray High's game,"
Newton said after the Lady Tigers
took a 2-1 edge in the series
between the two teams with Monday's shutout at Cutchin Field at
Murray State University.
"They played a good game,"
Newton said of the Lady Tigers. "I
just want to compliment their
efforts — it's nice to see a girls'
game played that well."
Murray High coach Tracy Duck
said "Tiger pride" and defense carried the MHS girls to their second straight win over Calloway. "Our
defense was unbelievable," Duck
said. "Any time you get a shutout,
it says your defense was playing
tough."
Calloway played tough without
three starters, Newton said, noting
that Shelli Leopard (appendectomy), Melissa Green (broken toe)
and Christy Lambert (pulled
hamstring) will be out for the rest
of the season. Calloway also
started freshman KaDonna Randolph in goal in order to provide
experience.
Randolph managed eight goalie
saves, but the Lady Tigers kept the
pressure up, with Stephanie Sammons recording a three-goal hat
trick while Jill Miller and Vanessa
Sammons added a goal each for
Murray.
Lady Tiger goalkeeper Danielle
Alexander posted her first shutout
of the season.
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Danielle Alexander of the Murray High School
Lady
Tigers went through a typical goalie's workday
Monday afternoon at MSU's Cutchin Field as the
Lady
Tigers met arch-rival Calloway County. (Clo
ckwise
from top left) Alexander spent part of the game
ing and waiting... yelled directions to the watchMurr
defenders as Calloway began a break toward the ay
Lady
Tiger goal...celebrated a second-half goal by
Murray
High...and kept herself ready for the goalie's "mom
of truth," catching a Lady Laker's kick to help ents
preserve her shutout. Murray won the game,
5-0 (see
related story).
Staff photos by Daniel T. Parker
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Monday Night Football

Bengal defense earns stripes in 21-14 win

Tanaa
lit at !Annelids. noon
San Diego at Phoenix.3 p m
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders 3 p m
New York Giants at Caliaa 3 p rn
Los Angeles R•41 at San Frond, 3 p m
Windily, Oct. 2
Pteadepho at Chicago, I pm

Cincinnati
Bengals
Boomer Esiason's 3 TD
passes, Bengal defense
keys 21-14 win over archrival Cleveland in the
'Battle for Ohio' Monday
night on national television
Both learns are tied in the
AFC Central with 2-1
records

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati
Bengals' defense was tested twice in the
clutch. It earned its stripes both times.
The Bengals stopped two Cleveland
drives inside the 10-yard line in the fourth
quarter Monday night to preserve a 21-14
victory over the Browns.
Cincinnati's defensive surge overwhelmed fullback Tim Manoa on fourth
down and less than a yard at the Bengals' 9
to end one threat. Cornerback Eric Thomas
batted down a fourth-down pass at the goal
line with 1:41 left to decide the first Monday night game between the intrastate rivals.
"It feels good to be able to put your
backs against the wall and keep your head
up in that situation more than once," linebacker Reggie Williams said.
The two plays were all that separated the

AFC Central rivals, now tied for first with
2-1 records.
"Those guys made the plays — they
stopped us two times in the fourth quarter
when we were trying to score," Browns
receiver Reggie Langhorne said. "That
pretty much says it right there."
The game started as a shootout between
quarterbacks and ended up as a showcase
for Cincinnati's short-yardage defense.
Cincinnati's Boomer Esiason and Cleveland's Bernie Kosar threw two touchdown
passes apiece in the second quarter for a
14-all tie at the half.
Esiason broke the deadlock with a soft
I9-yard touchdown pass to James Brooks
early in the third quarter.
"Our offensive line gave me great protection," Esiason, who wasn't sacked, said.

Dinner with the Racer Club

Racer Club 'reaching out' to support MSU
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger Si Thews Mot Sports Editor

It is Monday night at Seven Seas
Restaurant, but Racer football
coach Mike Mahoney is facing
Monday-morning quarterbacks.
All part of the weekly Racer
Club meeting, held at 6 p.m. during
the fall on Mondays, as supporters
of Murray State athletics gather to
listen to the "inside" story on Racer football and to hear updates on
other MSU sports.
This fall, the Racer Club has
taken its show on the road. Last
week's meeting was held in Paducah and meetings are slated for
Mayfield and Benton later this fall.
It is all part of a strategy of making
the Racer Club, and support of
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LEAGUE SOCCER
The Fury defeated the Warriors
3-0 in boys' under-10 play. Scores
were not reported, but defensive
praise was given to Fury's Chris
Ringstaff and T.J. Fike and Warriors' Adam Larson and Art
Kripps, while offensive credit went
to Chad Delancey and Richard
Olive of the Fury and to Jacob
Mathis and Ryan Seay of the
Warriors.
MSU FOOTBALL
Murray State's Robby Lanon and
Jamie Lowicz were honored by the
OVC office for their performance
in Saturday's 24-11 win over SW.
Lanon, who recovered a kickoff in
the end zone for a touchdown, was
named OVC Specialist of the
Week, while Lowicz (14 tackles, 1
sack, caused fumble) was co-OVC
Defensive Player of the Week.

Sundays Gems.
Indianapolis 13, Atlanta 9
&Maio 47. Hdusion 41, OT
Chicago 47, petrol 27
Pittsburgh 27, Minnesota 14
Tamps Bay 20. New Orleans 10
New Yoh Giants 35 Phoenix 7
San Francisco 38 Philadelphia 28
Semite 24. New Englext 3
Washington 30, Dales 7
Los Angels Ran. 41, Green Bay
38
San Dego 21. Kansas City 6
Nee York Jets 40, Main 33
Denver 31. Los Angeles Raiders 21
Monday. Gene
Conannat 21. Cerreand 14
Sundey, Oct. I
Atlanta vs. Green Bay at Meraultee. noon
Cinannal at Kansas Crty. noon
Dormer al Cleve/and, noon
Indianapolis at New York Jets, noon
Marri at Houston noon
New England at Buffalo. noon
Washington at Noe Onions noon

Pi

Murray State sports, a regional

matter.

"This year we're making a sincere effort to reach out," said Racer
Club president Mike "Doc" Ridley,
a local oral surgeon. "The Racer
Club is not just for people in
Murray."
Bill Rayburn, MSU assistant athletic director whose job duties
include being executive director of
the Racer Club, said this year the
club is looking outwards with
consistency.
"The key to it is consistency,
visiting on a regular basis," Rayburn said. "And we have to take
the coaches with us. No one is
going to come out to hear me talk."
The meetings consist of a meal
before shop talk begins. Mahoney

brings a movie projector, points out
key plays of the game, introduces
the players of the week, and then
takes questions from the crowd.
"It can get a little interesting
after a bad game," Rayburn said.
"Mostly, everyone has a real good
time."
After a 24-11 win over Southern
Illinois on Saturday, there were no
mean questions, just a lot of fun.
Fans got another look at Robby
Lanon's kickoff recovery, some
hard hits by Racer defenders, and
some big offensive plays by the
Racers.
Although Racer Club memberships start at $25, guests are welcomed at the meetings. Rayburn
said the group works hard on a
"family atmosphere" at the meet-

ings, but, like any group, the Racer
Club has a backbone of members
that they count on every Monday.
"It's still the same hard-core
group," Ridley said. "This is like
any organization. You have ones
that you know will be there every
week."
During basketball season, the
club meets at lunchtime in Murray.
Riddley is quick to point out that
the club also gets updates from
sports other than football and
basketball.
Besides their meetings, thc Racer
Club puts together trips to games,
and serves as the number one support group for MSU athletics.
"This is a great opportunity for
anyone who enjoys Murray State
athletics," Ridley said.
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Pittsburgh sinks Cardinals with three long bombs
PITTSBURGH (AP)- The St. Louis Cardinals moved within two
games of elimination in the National League East race Monday night,
losing to the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-2.
The first-place Chicago Cubs lost 4-3 at Montreal in 10 innings and
missed a chance of clinching a tie. The Cardinals remain four games
behind the Cubs. The Cubs and Cardinals each have five games
remaining, including a season-ending, three-game series against each
other in St. Louis this weekend.
The Cubs can win the division Tuesday night if they beat Montreal
and the Cardinals lose to Pittsburgh.
Barry Bonds hit a two-run homer for the Pirates and Benny Distefano and Mike LaVallicre hit consecutive home runs in the second
inning.
Jose DeLeon, 16-2, lost for the first time since Aug. 10. DeLeon had
won five consecutive decisions.
He allowed four earned runs, all on home runs, in five innings. He

had allowed four earned runs in his last 37 2-3 innings entering Monday's game.
Distefano and LaValliere each homered over the right field wall in
the second inning to give the Pirates a 2-0 lead.
Bonds' homer in the fifth was his 19th and scored Jose Lind, who
had singled leading off.
Neal Heaton, 6-7, won his fifth straight decision and held the Cardinals to one run in five innings. He is 3-0 with a 1.33 ERA in five starts
since rejoining the rotation on Sept. 5.
Doug Bair pitched two innings, Bob Kipper one inning and Bill
Landrum finished for his 25th save.
St. Louis scored in the fifth when Vince Coleman walked, stole second and scored on Pedro Guerrero's single. It was Guerrero's 115th
RBI.
Jose Oquendo hit his first homer of the season off Bair in the sixth.
It was Oquendo's first career home run batting left-handed.
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Athletics missed a chance to clinch
a tie for their second straight title
when Texas' Fred Manrique hit a
two-run homer in the eighth inning,
only the 15th of his 3'A -year
major-league career, giving the
Rangers a 3-2 victory.
The AL East leaders both got
strong performances from pitchers
who had been struggling.
Toronto's Jimmy Key allowed
six hits with nine strikeouts and no
walks in seven innings, only the
third time in the last 16 games a
Toronto starter has won. Meanwhile, Baltimore's Pete Harnisch
won for the first time since Sept. 7
by limiting the Brewers to three
hits and three runs over 6 1-3
innings.
Both bullpens also came
through. Toronto's Tom Henke
yielded one hit and struck out three
in the final two innings for his 18th
save. Harnisch got help from Mark
Williamson, who retired the five
batters he faced, and rookie Gregg
Olson, who pitched the ninth for
his 27th save.
Detroit rookie Brian DuBois
gave up only four hits in seven
innings but one of them cost him
the game. The Blue Jays, second in
the majors with 141 home runs,
had hit just one in their previous
seven games before Fernandez connected on a 2-2 pitch for his llth
of the season with one out in the
second inning and Fred McGriff
aboard via a leadoff walk.
The Blue Jays are 10-1 against
Detroit this season with two games
remaining.
The last-place Tigers' 57-100
record marks only the third time in
the club's history they have lost
100 games. The others were in
1952 and 1975.
The Giants can win their second
division title in three years with a

NFL to meet once again
to name commissioner
CINCINNATI (AP) - NFL
owners will meet Oct. 10 in either
Chicago or Dallas to attempt to
elect a new commissioner, the
league said Monday.
One source said the owners
would be presented with five finalists - Jim Finks, Paul Tagliabue
and Robert Mulcahy, plus two new
names. Finks, Tagliabue and Mulcahy all were on the original list of
finalists.
This will be the second try at
finding a replacement for Pete
Rozelle, who announced March 22
he was stepping down after 29
years as commissioner.
The first meeting took place in
Chicago on July 6. Finks, president
of the New Orleans Saints and the
only candidate recommended by
the selection committee, fell three
votes short of the 19 needed for
election at that meeting.

Southeast Louisiana
placed on probation
t7;*

II 4 •

'44

HAMMOND, La. (AP) Despite the suspension of the
men's basketball program for
financial reasons and a five-year
NCAA probation for rules violations, Southeastern Louisiana still
plans to resurrect the team for the
1990-91 season.
"I don't think it's going to hurt
our chances of bringing basketball
back," Southeastern Louisiana
president Warren Smith said Monday after the NCAA announced the
penalty.
"Our plans have been to build a
firm foundation for the program
and look for a head coach sometime this spring," Smith said.
"The only problem I see is unrelated to the NCAA position - we
have to find funds for the
program."
'The NCO found that the university had paid security deposits
for a player's apartment, loaned
$200 to a player, arranged summer
employment for a player at aboveaverage pay, provided car transportation to a player, gave recruits
entertainment money and offered
recruits sneakers and free travel
between home and school.

The other 11 teambained Houston was not present at the vote
- saying they want more information. Since then, a new search committee consisting of a combination
of the two groups has attempted to
find other candidates.
However, Finks remains the
frontrunner, along with Tagliabue,
the NFL's Washington lawyer who
was considered the other most likely candidate when deliberations
began. Mulcahy is the chairman of
the New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority, where Giants Stadium, the Brendan Byrne Arena
and the Meadowlands racetrack are
located.
Several of the dissident owners
have recommended that someone
with a business background be
named to the post. Victor Kiam,
owner of the New England Patriots,
suggested at one point that a sevenfigure salary not be an impediment
toward finding the best possible
new commissioner.
Rozelle, meanwhile, has stayed
on in the job but has moved to a
New York hotel while his wife,
Carrie, has relocated to their new
home in the San Diego area.

victory tonight at Dodger Stadium
or another San Diego loss to
Cincinnati.
Chicago missed a chance to
clinch a tie for the NL East title,
losing to Montreal 4-3 in 10
innings. But the Cubs still managed
to reduce their magic number to
two as Pittsburgh beat second-place
St. Louis 4-2.

AROUND THE HORN
National League
Dodgers 5, Giants 2
lake Scioscia hit a solo homer and drove in
tour runs and Jett Hamilton was 3-for-3 and
scored three runs for the Dodgers
Cube 4, Expos 3
Scott Sanderson, 11-9, relieved in the 10th
wining for the visiting Cubs and Mike AI:Hots led
oft with a single Rex Hudler pinch ran and
stole second and the Cubs intentionally walked
Andres Galarraga After a sacrifice by rookie
Marquis Gnssorn moved the runners up. Tim
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MOREHEAD, Ky. - Three Morehead State football players,
school's leading rusher, were suspended after they were charged including the
of marijuana, coach Bill Baldridge announced Monday. Jerome with possession
Williams, a junior
tailback from Bethel Park, Pa., who leads the Eagles with 142 yeards
and one touchdown, was suspended along with freshman running in 45 carries
back
Fletcher of Chicago and sophomore safety Vaughn Scott of Cincinnati.George
"George Fletcher, Vaughn Scott and Jerome Williams have been
suspended
indefinitely," Baldridge said in a news release. "These three individuals
currently
have a matter pending in Rowan County District Court. We wit make
further
decisions in this matter once we obtain additional information." The players
had been
scheduled to appear in court Monday morning but the hearing was
continued for
one week.
•The players were arrested by two MSU security guards on the campus
Thursday, said Rowan County Jailer Dale Davis. The three spent the night
said. Williams rushed 10 times for 26 yards in Morehead State's 34-14in jail, Davis
loss to Liberty on Saturday. Fletcher and Scott have not seen action this season.

Horse racing
PADUCAH, Ky. - Entry-lee problems have forced the cancellation
of the
$150,000 Anheuser-Bush Futurity and the Bluegrass Derby this corning weekend,
the president of Bluegrass Downs announced Monday. "It's a terrible
thing to have
happen," said the track president, Coy Stacey. it's like going to a St.
Louis Cardinals baseball game and getting rained out. The Busch Futurity and Derby
we built our season on. We had some of the top horses in the West and are what
Midwest
nominated. This will hurt our image. Our attendance and handle are
year and we had hoped to recoup some of that this weekend."down from last
*Stacey said an error in determining and collecting entry lees caused
the problem. "It was our error at the administrative end," Stacey said. "Effectivel
y it
most of the horses were delinquent" in paying full entry fees The track means
instead
would conduct two handicap races on Sunday, Stacey said.
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - Jockey Julie Krone was suspended for 15 days
and fined for shoving another jockey who allegedly crowded her horse during
a
race at the Meadowlands, officials said. Krone, the leading rider at the Meadowlands, allegedly reached over and hit jockey Joe Bravo with her whip during Saturday's seventh race because she felt he was too close to her, Meadowlands
chief
steward Sam Boulmetis said Bravo, who allegedly retaliated by hitting Krone's
horse with his whip, was suspended for five days and fined $200 doNars.
Krone
was fined $500 in addition to her suspension.

Baseball
HOUSTON - Yogi Berra announced he'll turn in his uniform at the end of this
season and become an adviser for the Houston Astros, working with the club as
a
scout and spring training coach. II will be the first time since 1947 that Berra, who
served as hitting instructor for the Houston Astros, has not worn a major
baseball uniform. Berra, a Hat of Famer, has appeared in 21 World Series, league
player and he was one of only five managers to represent both leagues14 as a
in the
World Series.
'Tom Herr of the Philadelphia Phillies, who hit .520 last week, was named
National League Player of the Week. Herr went 13-for-25 with two doubles and
a
triple with five runs scored and a .571 on-base percentage.
•Dwight Evans of the Boston Red Sox, who had nine hits in 18 at-bats and
drove in 11 runs, was named American League Player of the Week. Evans had
three doubles, one home run and an .833 slugging percentage.

General
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. - Workers began removing charred sections of artificial turf
from the University of INinois stadium, while police looked for an arsonist. Repairs
will be made in time for the next home game on Oct. 7 against Ohio State. Someone apparently soaked a 40-yard section of the turf with fuel early Sunday, then
ignited it, authonties said. Firelighters extinguished the blaze quickly, but not
before it melted a huge black swath in the playing surface
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BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Ear Damon
W L Pa
GB L10 Streak HOMO A441
MS 71 548 z-6-4 Won 1
44-34 4217
11.5 72 341
1
6-4 Won I
47-34 38-38
79 77 506
6A 1-9-1 Won 5 42-33 37-44
79 77 sos
64
5-5 Loot 1
44-35 35-42
71 85 455 144
4-6 Won 4 41-40 30-45
71 115 455 14V.
4-6 Lost 1
39-39 32-46
57 100 363 29
1-9 Lost 6 37-42 20-58
Writ Division
W L Pat
GB L10 Streak Home Away
94 62 603 6-4 Lost 1
49-26 45-36
89 67 571
5
z-5-5 Lost 4 50-25 39-42
119 67 571
5
4-6 Won 1
55-26 34.4,
81 75 519 13
7-3 Won 3 45-36 36-39
77 80 490 17'4 2-2-8 Lou 2 45-36 32-44
25
4-6 Lost 1
36-39 33-48
6
69
7 80
97 44197 27
5-5 Won 1
33-42 34-47
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Vid L Pct
GB L10 Streak HOMO Away
5-5 Lost 1
48-33 41-35
5617 629 54
4
85
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7-3 Lost 1
45-33 40-39
82 74 526
64
4-6 Lost 2 50-29 32-45
81 76 516
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7138
5146
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1
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2-3-7 Won 1
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West Division
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Oakland
California
Kansas City
Texas
Minnesota
Seattle
Clvcispo

Chicago
Si Lcuis
New York
Montreal
Pittsburgh
Ph tadelph•
San Franosco
San Diego
Haden
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Adria

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Gaines
Toronto 2, Detroit 0
Boston 7 New Vat 4
Chicago 10. Mnnssots 2
Baltimore 5, Milvvaukee 3
True 3. Oaklend 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gent..
New York (Haskins 14-14) at Boron (Hear
1-3). 635 pm
Toronto (Family, 8-101 at Detroit (Tanana
9-14). 635 pm.
Minnesota (Aguilar& 2-51 at Chicago (Perez
11-13). 730 pm
Baltimore (0.Johneon 4-6) at Filleaukee (Navarro 6-7), 730 pm.
Texas (Jettcost 9-5) at Oakland (C Voting 54),
906 pm
Cleveiend (Sandi 134) at Slade (Hanson
7-5), 9135 pm
Kansas City (Saberhagen 214) at Callorria
(McCaskill 15-91. 935 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
liendy's Games
Pittsburgh 4. St LOUIS 2
Phhadelphis 2. New Yon 1
Ilikonflial 4. Crecego 3, 10 (tongs
Atlanta 5, Houston 3
Cinannal 5. San Diego 3
Loa Angeles 5, San Franasco 2
Tuesday's Garde
St Lois (Hill 7-13) at Pittsburgh (Pearson 3-21.
606 m

Chicago (Maddul 16-12) at Montreal
ID• Martinez 16-6). 635 pm
Philadelphia (Gnmeley 1 -21st Nevi Vomit (Fernandez 12-5). 6 15 p m
Atlanta (Greene 1-1) at Houston (Deishses
11-10), 735 pm
Cinannati (Amstrong 2-2) at San Diego (Rasmussen 9-10). 906 p. m.
San Franasco (Downs 4-6) at Los Angeles
(R.Mentinez 5-4). 9035 pm
Arniince
PtAYn°Fteigu
P9 •
Tuesday. Oct 3 - a West, 824 pm
Wednesday. Oct 4 - et West 3 06 p m
Friday. Oct 6 - al Ear. 820 p m
Saturday Oct 7 - at East 1 06 p rr
,41
unday
4,14.y Oct 3 - at East 4 36 p m .

ii

Tuesday, Oct 10 - at West. 820 p m. it
necessary
Wednesary. Oct. 11 - at West 8 20 p m
necessary
National League
Wednesday, Oct 4 - at East. 824 p rri
Thursday, Oct. 5 - at East, 835 pin
Saturday, Oct 7-51Weal. 8.20 pm
Sunday, Oct. West II 20 p m
rocessa
Monday, Oct. 9 - at West. 306 pm, if
74"949r
Wednesday. Oct 11 - at Ear. 306 pm,
5,c4,4411
Thureday. Oct 12 - al East. 835 pm

if

LOCAL BOWLING
IllOWLNG SCORES
DILLER OR DOLLAR
Re el 1111111118
TEAM
W L
Family 'Fashion
¶45
VaiisrLRessaurata
ac5
13 7
Fn
u
13 7
Pubk Ice Sens
12 I
Ten Lakes Shoreline
8 12
Team e5
7 13
Wilkerson Roo/
7 13
Joyce Noel TaxiService
14
SCRATCH
High Tear Gagne
V1941 Fiestaurent 575, Riblc Ice 518, Family
Fes/ions 512
High Team Series
Fend Fashions 1527. Very Reataurarn 1497.
Pubk id Service 1441
1419h ledividuel Game
Arm Green 223. Pal Heseeirade 209 Darlene
Villuirson 200

High Individual Series
Las Sind 571 Ann Grow 561, Helen Fawner
531
HANDICAP
High Town Game
Vales Fiestaurani 674, 1r/hereon Roohng 638
Fun Bunch 615
High Terri Sates
Val* Restaurant 1794 Vrikagion Roofing 1770
Farrely Fashions 1761
High Individual Genie
Ann Green 248 Darlene wikorson 736 Jean
PN401 211
Highlridividuei Series
nd
La,. Srrith ee , Ann Green 636. Helen Farm.,
627
Pat HESSELRODE
Las SIATH
Ann GREEN
Patty HARRIS

Avoisees
'as
f
172

1613

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

Basketball

•

COLUMBIA, Mo.- Missouri basketball coach Norm Stewart, who missed a third
of last season after surgery for colon cancer, has been given the approval of his
doctor to return to coaching this season. Stewart underwent extensive tests last
week at Columbia Regional Hospital that showed his body was free of cancer and
the seven ulcers that plagued him in February, according to his personal physician,
Dr. Jay Ward.

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN PADUCAH

TOMMY BLAIR
As do Pontiacs, Mazdas,
Lincolns, Mercurys, and GlIC Trucks
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Wallach wee untentionaNy walked Mitch Williams then relieved
Reds 5, Padres 3
Second baseman Roberto Morns!, basesloaded error with two outs in the eighth inning
allowed the winning run to score as Cincinnati
beat San Diego at Jack Murphy Stadium
Philltes 2, Siete 1
New York was eliminated from the NI East
race, falling to Philadelphia al Shea Stadium on
Tom Hares two-run homer in the eighth inning
Braves 6, Astros 3
Ron Gant scored the tying run in the fourth
inning and drove horn* the go-ahead run in the
fifth, leading Atlanta past Houston at the
Astrodome
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Red Sox 7, Yankees 4
Wade Boggs went 4-143r-5 for his seventh
consecutive 200-h4 season and Dwight Evans
became the only maior-leaguer with 20 homers
in each of the last nine years.
WM* Sox 10, Twins 2
Ivan Calderon drove in tour runs, giving him
a career-high 96 for the season. Calderon
drove in the game's first run with a grounder in
a three-run first inning, added a two-run single
in the word and tripled home another in the
!Punt,.

Actions& Reactions

Score

19 Valiant aMen
20 Janice Madam
(14) W Itealucky

Cubs lose but win; Giants and Athletics on the brink

By The Associated Press
It's beginning to look like a very
quiet weekend in the National
League.
Oh, there will be a batting title
to decide and the race for second
place in both divisions is still hot.
But by late tonight, the anticipated showdowns between the Chicago Cubs and the Cardinals in St.
Louis and the San Francisco Giants
and Padres in San Diego could
mean nothing more than a mere
wannup for the playoffs.
San Francisco clinched a tie for
the NL West championship Monday night despite losing 5-2 to Los
Angeles as second-place San Diego
also lost, 5-3 to Cincinnati.
Over in the American League,
the Toronto Blue Jays say they are
no longer looking back and the
Baltimore Orioles claim they aren't
looking ahead.
The Blue Jays felt they finally
laid the corpse of 1987 to rest
when Tony Fernandez, the man
who wasn't there in '87 after suffering a broken elbow, hit a tworun homer for a 2-0 victory Monday night over the Tigers in
Detroit.
Toronto snapped a two-game
skid and maintained its one-game
lead over Baltimore in the American League East. Naturally, everyone recalled that in 1987, the Blue
Jays led Detroit by 21/4 games with
six remaining but finished a game
behind after being swept in the
final series of the season at Tiger
Stadium.
If the Blue Jays are to win the
division, they'll have to wait until
the weekend. The Orioles' 5-3 victory over Milwaukee assured them
of a chance to catch the Blue Jays
in their showdown three-game
series in Toronto beginning Friday
night.
In the AL West, the Oakland
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about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
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Students from Donna Gossum's fourth grade class at East Calloway
Elementary are shown displaying their autobiography. Each student's
project includes their personal history, a current picture of themselves, as well as a baby picture. Pictured are Robert Taylor, Kimberly Kimbel, Sara Houston, Jackie Scott, Jennifer Hughes, Kody Myers,
Anthony Robertson, and Shannon Jarvis.

Martha Fenton's fourth grade reading class at Carter Elementary are
shown dicussing a story. Pictured are Rachel McKinney, Carey
('as itt, Rod Ferrell and Jeff Hedges.
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As a part of learning colors and shapes, Kindergarten students at
North Callloway Elementary chose a wooden shape and painted it
with their choice of color. Pictured are Jennifer Robison, Tommy
Miller, Will Norsworthy. Mario Lawrence and Brittney Bogard. The
teachers are Suzanne Schroader, Donna Whitfield and Tammie
Crouch.

‘1ary Ann Carter's third graders at Carter Elementary are shown
sharing artifacts in the study of American Indians. Pictured are
Casey Carter, Patrick Thornton, Stacey Bogard, Sara Broughton and
Lauren Miller.

Barbara Cain's fourth graders at Carter Elementary who are in the
Ben Franklin Stamp Club are shown looking through stamp books.
Pictured are Nathan Hughes, Curtis New bern, Mary K. Howard, Liza
Griffin and Lewis Charette.

Pictured are elected members of the Calloway County High School
1989-90 Student Council. Front row: Lori England, secretary; and
Betsy Herndon, Junior vice president. Back row: Brandy Hamby,
treasurer; Mike Ruccio, Senior vice president; and Tim Barnes,
president.

The Calloway County Middle School recently held Student Council
elections. To run for an office the students must get a petition signed
by students and teachers. After a week-long campaign, the prospecti‘e officers give a speech before the student body explaining their
q, alifications for a particular office. Guest speaker Dr. Jack Rose
emphasized the democratic process to the students before the election.
The newly elected officers are Scott Adams, president; Peter
O'Rourke, vice president; Amy Lough, secretary; Leah Baust, reporter; Mike Arnett, treasurer; and Sean Fletcher and Sam Arnett,
sergeant-at-arms. Members-at-large are John McConnell, sixth grade;
Farah Beach, seventh grade; and Emily Leslie, eighth grade.
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Jon Rose has been chosen as outstanding Senior at Calloway County
High School for 1989-90. Rose is involved with the Speech and
Academic teams, Beta Club, and is producer of WCSD-TV. He is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. Jack Rose.

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1989

Southwest Elementary Kindergarten teacher Debbie Lampe, back
row, lets K6 students see "Rambo" the hermit crab in his new home,
a shell. Pictured are Josh Sea‘ers, Sarah Thompson and Ashley
Strickland.
41011
Cafeteria employees at CarttrElementary are shown discussing nutritious food recipes during American Heart Week. Pictured are Lillian
(;ilbert, Glenda Wilson and Kathryn Chase.

Janice Rose's Kindergarten students at East Calloway Elementary
were playing school whik in Marjorie Grady's room for center time.
TlIty explained the roles they were playing. Clockwise, left to right:
Jessica Han was the student, Misty Wilson was Mrs. Rose, Kyle Lewis was the principal, Sommer Garriot was Shirley Garrison (classroom assistant), and Jennifer Todd was Mrs. Grady.

Kindergarten students from Becky Robertson's class at Southwest
Elementary get acquainted with the IBM Keyboard in Writing to
Read. Pictured are Landon Barrow, Jason Linn, Tera Rica Murdock,
Emily Allen, Louis Ernstberger and Rebecca Boyd.
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ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
An assignment comes now that can
be done from the home. Selfdiscipline and inspiration combine to
bring you a business success today.
Consolidate your gains.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
This is a good day to submit
manuscripts and to meet with agents
and advisers. You may meet with a
child's teachers. A familiar haunt
affords you pleasure_
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
The buying and selling of property
is favored. Dealings with hankers,
inusrkuice agents and realtors will
prove successful. Happiness reigns in
the Willy circle.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)PitE
You're good at getting your ideas
across to others now and you'll get
both feedback and encouragement.
Partners are on the same wave
length. You work well together.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It's a productive and successful day
for you
the job. Your willingness
to roll up your sleeves and work hard
pays dividends now. You'll hear of a
financial opportunity.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Sit
Extra duties come in connection
with a child, hut you'll handle them
admirably. Things go smoothly for
you today. Benefits come through
friends and romance is favored.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Getting things done around the
house will be one of your priorities
for today. Behind the scene developments in business are in your favor.
Catch up on rest tonight.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You could rise to a position of
leadership in connection with a group
activity today. A lucky invitation
-comes from a friend now. It's a time
of social successes.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
A fringe benefit could arise in
connection with career today. You're
on the right track now toward the
achievement of your goals. Money
should improve.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Educational and publishing interests are highlighted now. You and a
partner work well together as a team
today. Travel plans include a visit to
an 1 )1(1 friend.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Take time to research an investment proposition thoroughly. Success is with you on the job today.
You're able to tie up some loose ends
now to your satisfaction.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
Couples may be invited out to
some place special today. You'll be
happy to do a favor for a friend, the
accent now is on teamwork and
cooperative efforts.
YOU BORN TODAY gravitate toward challenges and may have an
interest in politics and government
service. You have a natural interest in
the welfare of others and do best in a
leadership position. You are both
philosophic and literary and would
make a fine writer or teacher. You
enjoy helping others and attract their
cooperation through your good will
and cheerful manner. In busines
you'd make a fine executive and a
good broker.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Veneer plaster is correct
name of plaster wall finish
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By The Associated Press
Good lighting has emotional as
well as physical rewards, according
to an article in House Beautiful,
and there are many ways you can
upgrade your lighting with a minimum of fuss or expense, says the
magazine.
— Kitchen: If kitchen lighting is
not directly over work surfaces,
you're probably standing in your
own shadow. If the room has one
central ceiling fixture, you probably 'never have sufficient light on
any work or cooking area. Here are
some options:
Track lighting may be the easiest
remedy; you can install it yourself.
Placed directly over the edge of
counters, it will provide essential
task light for cooking and cutting
surfaces. If you have an island
work center, you can connect adapters to the track and mount hanging
fixtures directly overhead.
Under-cabinet lighting, either
incandescent or fluorescent, is
another option. Incandescent can be
easily and inexpensively dimmed.
Always mount under-cabinet lighting as far forward as possible,
away from the back wall, so light
is focused directly on your work
rather than behind it.
Consider over-cabinet lighting, if
your ceiling is high enough. You
can install individual fixtures or
continuous lighting strips — incandescent, fluorescent or halogen.
Halogens offer white light and
longer lasting bulbs, but will usually require a transformer for household use.
Build a cove or soffit around the
upper reaches of. your room and
install small continuous-lighting
sources that will provide uptight,
which bounces off the ceiling.
Standard recessed fixtures are
available that don't require ceiling
demolition or special installation.
They are called "install from
below" or "old-work housing."
The only problem may be feeding
in the necessary wiring. Check
with your electrician.
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Clothes washers have long
lifespan with proper care
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— Dining room: If your dining
• •
room is like most others, it is lit by
r
a single chandelier, placed dead
, .
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center. If the dining table must
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share the room with a china cabinet
or sideboard, chances are it is offcenter from the chandelier.
Consider replacing it with
surface-mounted or recessed ceila
ing fixtures. Or you can install several semi-recessed fixtures
Quer
arranged in a square, circle or
triangle pattern over the table.
Another option is to mount sconces on either side of French or slid5J 8
gloz•ii sunroof
ing doors, a china cabinet, an
ad 1,t4toble
shades
important painting or a doorway
glared sunroof
leading to another room.
roith ochystoble
41 yl ors
Oracles
71.
— Living room: In addition to
table and floor lamps, consider
Dining
D•n
.tc h en
M..id
Garag•
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adding uplights that sit discreetly
C
.1
on the floor to light dark corners,
2)8 iIC
Bath
highlight plants or create a warm
h.elf0,en,
I. .0lor•
glow behind a chair or table.
Installing opaque shades on traditional lamps will cut glare without
B•dern I
ci cl
seriously reducing overall light.
Entry
In rooms with high or cathedral
ceilings, try adding uptight wall
sconces or floor lamps.
— Bathroom: The best way to
FIRST FLOOR
•
•
a.
light a bathroom mirror is by
B•drin 3 dn Hall
Illethm 2
mounting one or more incandescent
110.111
•
—
fixtures on the same wall as the
t.
tI
mirror. If your present fixture is in
the ceiling right over the vanity,
I I
you're getting a distorted mirror
SECOND FLOOR
image with strong, unnatural shadows under your eyebrows and
THIS THREE-BEDROOM COLONIAL house has a dining
room with a
glazed sunroof and two sets of sliding glass doors. The sunroof
chin.
has operable
narrow slat blinds which invite the winter stin but provide
a total summer
— Bedroom: Unless your bedshade. Plan HA1540K has 925 square feet on the first floor
and 400 on
room also is your dressing area,
the second. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped, selfgeneral illumination may be less
addressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park
Court. Searimportant than mood lighting,
ingtown, NY 11507.
which can be achieved with
uplights or strategically placed
table and floor lamps.
Bedside light should be amiable,
so you can adjust it to suit any
reading position, and highly
focused, so neither spouse is disturbed if the other stays up late to
read.
By ANDY LANG
with a cleaning wax and wipe it
House Beautiful is a Hearst AP Nowsteatures
dry with a clean cloth. Sometimes
magazine.
a second treatment is necessary,
The mail brings, the following
but this method always does a good
comments and suggestions:
job."

Many ways to upgrade home
lighting
House Beautiful

Plastics become collectibles
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A Meredith Magazine
For AP New sfeatures
Plastics are classic collectibles
for people looking for antiques that
are fun, colorful, inexpensive and
even usable.
According to Better Homes and
Gardens magazine, during the past
few years, thousands of collectors
have discovered the joys of Bakelite radios from the '30s, Melmac
dishware of the '50s, and the myriad other forms that plastic has
Laken. Despite the growing crowd,
however, plastic collectibles
remain plentiful and, for the most
part, inexpensive.
This happy circumstance is due
to the nature of the material. Pro-

Many sources
for furniture
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By The Associated Press
When shopping for furniture,
there are more sources than local
furniture stores and department
store furniture departments.
Denise L. Caringer, executive
furnishings and design editor of
Better Homes and Gardens magazine, lists some:
— Yard sales, auctions, secondhand shops.
— Office supply stores. (Many
of these furnishings blend durability with sleek, contemporary
styling.)
— Catalogs. Don't forget the
smaller specialty catalogs.
— Unfinished furniture outlets.
— Discount stores. Ready-toassemble furnishings can help fill
the gaps in your home, without
costing a fortune.

duced from such readily available
substances as cotton, wood pulp,
coal tar, and even corn, potatoes or
peanuts, plastic has been molded in
great quantity.
Way back in the 1860s, John
Wesley Hyatt invented the first
plastic, called celluloid. The brittle,
lightweight material was molded
into such diverse items as dolls and
women's vanity sets. Today's
enthusiasts aren't much interested
in celluloid, regarding it as tacky
and colorless.
Right now, the hottest ticket is
Bakelite, a hard plastic invented in
1907 by Belgian-born chemist Leo
Baekland. Like most plastics,
Bakelite takes color well. The
wildly hued and sleekly formed
radios of the '20s and '30s are the
highest priced plastic collectibles,
drawing as much as $500 apiece.
Just now attracting attention are
the lighter weight plastics from the
1950s. For those who can't afford a
Bakelite radio, get an Emerson or
General Electric from the postWorld War II era. It will be colorful and much less expensive, often
in the $25 to $50 range.
One of the most important collectible categories centers on plastic furniture. This century's most
influential designers, including
Charles Eames and Ecro Saarincn,
have worked in the medium. Even
the earliest television sets were
formed from the material.
These categories just scratch the
surface. Thousands of collectible
items were made from plastic.
Anyone can find an area or category in which to collect and, once a
selection has been made, the collection can be built for a reasonable amount of cash.
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"You recently did a stotziatoaut
a plaster wall finish that is essentially a cross between drywall and
conventional lath-and-plaster. We
were pleased that you pointed out
that it is stronger and thinner than
regular plaster and can be installed
faster and nearly as costeffectively. Also, that it has better
durability and a more pleasing
appearance than drywall. Unfortunately, you referred to the new product as "veneer plastic." The term
is "veneer plaster." It's especially
important to us, since we, the
United States Gympsum Co., are
the leading plaster manufacturer in
the United States. Thanks for the
kind words. But remember — it's
veneer plaster!"
Our Consumer Education Center
has a handy hint for your readers:
"When you clean with wax, use
both hands, something which many
housewives and others do not do.
The center, being in touch with
thousands of Johnson's Wax customers, finds that many do not
know that holding the cleaning
cloth in one hand and the polishing
cloth in the other will save lots of
time, especially when doing large
areas. The wax should be applied,
followed by a quick cleaning and
an immediate polishing."
"I find candle wax can be
removed from a table top by placing an ice cube on the spot a few
seconds. Crumble as much wax as
you can with your fingers, then
scrape gently with a dull knife. As
a matter of fact, I use one of my
cooking tools for this. It's a nylon
spatula and does a fine job without
damaging the table. I then rub the
area briskly with a cloth saturated

"I have had a gas heater tank for
more than 20 years. I have never
had any trouble with it by using a
simple maintenance step taught me
by my father, who was a plumber. I
merely open the faucet at the bottom of the tank every three months
and let it run into a pail. I stop as
soon as the water runs clean. By
the way, it's a metal tank, although
I suppose it would be just as helpful with a glass-lined tank."

By READER'S DIGEST
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Florida's SUITEST Vacation
on

Orlando's Atlantic Ocean Beach
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Beautiful new all-suite resort. Two bedroom
suites have fully equipped kitchens, living/dining area, private balcony, Cable TV and HBO.
Swimming pool, sun deck, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis, water
sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95 just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida
attractions.

DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a spacious
suite (not just a hotel room) on Fonda's best
beach.
• ff

$4900

Oceania Suite Hotel

TO
0 BEDROOM SUITE
person, per night
double occupancy
Based on availability.
Valid 3/27 to 12/31/89.

421 S Aliantic Ave., New Smyrna Beach, FL 32069(904)423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA
'
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(Do-it-yourselfers will find much
helpful infbrmation in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can he obtained
by sending $3 to this paper at P.O.
Box 1055, Brick, NJ 08723.)
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MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY
UNITED WAY KICK-OFF

Northside Branch Bank of Murray

the hot-water faucet is turned on.
Inlet hoses may be reversed. The
filter screen on the hot-water inlet
hose may need cleaning. The hot
water supply may be exhausted.
Check the hot water heater thermostat. The setting should be at
least 14.0 degrees.
— Motor Runs But Machine
Doesn't Agitate: The drive belt
may be loose. Remove the
washer's rear access panel and
press the belt in. If it bends in
more than % -inch, tighten it. To
tighten a loose belt, loosen the
motor mount nut. Move the motor
along the slotted opening to
increase tension on the belt.
Retighten the nui If a drive belt is
worn, it should be replaced.
— Machine Spins But Clothes
Remain Wet: Oversudsing may be
slowing spin. Add cold water to
reduce suds. Use less detergent in
the future. Check for an obstruction
in the drain hose and clear it out.
Straighten a kinked drain hose.
— Machine Doesn't Spin or
Spins Slowly: An overload or
unbalanced load has tripped automatic safety switch. Reduce or
redistribute the load; reset the
switch (see owner's manual). An
overload or unbalanced load may
be keeping the basket from reaching proper speed. Reduce or redistribute the load. Tighten a loose
drive belt.
— Excessive Vibration: An
unbalaced load may be causing the
vibration. Redistribute the load.
Level the cabinet. Prop up the
cabinet on a wood block. Loosen
the locknut (if any) on the corner
leveling leg that seems the most
likely cause of the problem. Screw
the leg in or out (don't extend it
too far). Remove the prop and
check the adjustment by placing a
carpenter's level on top of the
machine. Check both front to back
and side to side. Adjust the other
legs if necessary.
— Water Leaks: Try to find the
source of the leak. If it starts at the
hose connections, tighten them.
Replace both hoses if one is split.
If the leak is at the faucet, tighten
the packing nut. Internal leaks are
best corrected by a repairman.

fi

"My store has an adjacent garage with a flat roof. I was up on it
the other day and noticed a huge
blister, about the size of a coffee
table top, in the roofing felt. I slit it
open with a knife and filled it with
roofing cement. I later had second
thoughts about it, but a local roofer
told me I probably did the right
thing. He said the blister eventually
would have broken and a leak
would have occurred."

*****-9-449-9-41-4u9•40.•4ta
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A clothes washer is one of the
most useful appliances in your
house, especially when you consider the alternative. With proper care,
a washer has a lifespan of about 12
years. Maintenance is easy, and
most problems have easy solutions.
Maintenance
— Leaving the house while a
clothes washer is running invites
disaster because a burst water hose
can flood your home.
— It's a good idea to turn off the
faucets when you finish washing a
load of clothes to prevent a flood
in case the hose bursts. If household members tend to forget, put
up a sign to remind them.
— Every month or two, turn the
water on and run your hand over
the water hoses. A bulge indicates
a weak area that could give way
soon. Always replace both hoses.
Hoses made by a machine's manufacturer usually resist pressure and
heat better than branclless bargain
replacements.
What to Check Before
Calling for Service
Before servicing a clothes
washer, unplug it and turn off the
faucets. Disconnnect the hoses if
you have to move the washer
(catch the runout in a pan).
— Won't Turn On: Check for
unplugged power cord, blown fuse
or tripped circuit breaker. Too big
a load of clothes may have tripped
the automatic safety switch.
Reduce load and reset switch. (See
owner's manual).
— Won't Fill or Fills Slowly: Be
sure the water faucets are turned
on. — Is the water hose kinked?
Replace the hoses if the kinks have
hardened. Clean clogged inlet
valve screens. On some washers,
you can unscrew the hoses from
the washer and take them out. On
others, use a screwdriver or longnosed pliers to take them out of the
washer's inlet ports. Gently scrub
the screens with a toothbrush under
running water. Replace damaged
screens with new ones from an
appliance parts store.
— Water Isn't Hot: Make sure

"You gave one of your readers
some advice some time ago about
how to finish a salad bowl. I
thought you would be interested to
know I vied several methods over
the years with varying degrees of
success, but a few weeks ago I was
in a home center when, lo and
behold, I saw it was selling a product called a Salad Bowl Finish.
My guess is that something like
that must be made by several companies and sold in different kinds
of home centers or hardware
stores.''

September 28,1989
7:00 p.m.
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TABLE 3
PERCENT OF STUDENTS RETAINED IN EACH GRADE

Kentucky Department of Education

K

Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

SCHOOLS
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1

2

3

NI.

GRADE
5
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4

8.06 2.58
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TABLE 4
DROPOUT RATE
STUDENTS QUITTING SCHOOL AS A PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT BY GRADES
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Murray Board of Education
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legal Name of Local Educational Agency

1987

GRADE

District Number

• I

1988
%

NO

1989
0,0

NO

NO

%

7
14

814 Poplar Street
.
11

Murray

Street Address

42071

Cay or rover)

8
Zip Code

t

9
Paul H. Jones

Doris Cella

Superintendent

1

1.01

10

Chairman Local Board of Education

11
12

I certify that this information is a complete and accurate
statement of the performance of this school district on the
factors specified in this report.
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TABLE 5
PERCENT ATTENDANCE - STUDENTS
1987

1988

A

1989
1`.

A

SCHOOLS
,
Signature of Board Chairman

Signature of Superintendent

Date S,gned

. L.
L.

.
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Elementary

95.88

95.81

94.69

Middle

96.07

96.25

96.07

High

96.01

96.4 4

96.1 1

DISTRICT

95.98

96.1 3

.

.

•

.... •

•

.

.

• ........ •

arm

+ow. • •••• •

ONO

4r

mom • •••• • emir • •••• •

STATE

94 74

SKILLS AREA
GRADE

1
2
i
5

MATH

50.9

59.1

57.1

1986

SPELLING

WRITING

55.1

54.7

59.1

study
sitik42

T:T

109

100

53.3

124

100

59.9

58.9

110

100

56.5

DISTRICT

69

73.4

66

81

STATE

17,539

46.4

18,432

49 6

52.3

52.8

52.9

NO.

0,
,0

52.4

68

82.9

1986

TAB I.
TEAC

1987

NO.

%

7

8.6

NO.

TI
A

51.1

20,363

OTHER POST-SECONDARY TRAINING
1988
%

NO

•

5

2

3,217

87

3,511

%

NO.

0,
,0

100

108

DISTRICT
48.6

1988

0,
,0

NO.

%:1;roi

N

53.1

54.3

1987

%

NO & PERCENT OF
ENROLLMENT TAKING TESTS

I
55.0

f.PA

COLLEGE

56.1

5.2

58.8

95.5 2

94 75

NO.

READING

0

TABLE 6
GRADUATES GOING TO COLLEGE OR OTHER POST-SECONDARY TRAINING

TABLE 1
DISTRICT MEAN NCE SCORES ON BASIC SKILLS - CTBS74

N/A

•••••Am

Date Signed

PART I
STUDENT DATA

K

TAB
DIS

4

2.4

100

112

STATE
7

63.3

58.4

57.8

61.0

56.3

61.4

85

100

M

55.4

57.7

53.5

61.3

62.7

59.2

102

99

3,171

84

88

MILITARY
1986
NO.
DISTRICT

TABLE 2
ACT AND SAT SCORES

2

STATE

1987
%

NO.

2

1,873

1

50

1
57

2,105

1988
.

1

%
1.2

2,013

5 1

AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST - ACT

ENGLISH

MATH

SOCIAL
STUDIES

NATURAL
SCIENCE

COMPOSITE

NO & PERCENT OF
GRADUTES TAKING TESTS
N

TABLE 7
SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT

NO.
20.4

19.4 18.1

22.8

20.4

68

Ra

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

%

1987
DISTRICT
1989

1988
°/0

1989
%

NO.

186

16 I

168

207

18.2

82

25,013

626
_

3-4 years& age

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST - SAT

MATH

DISTRICT
1989
STATE
1988

.
482

572

17

178

13%

%

76,304

10.9

515

4,512

9.7%

73,427

147

11.1%

154

11.6%

11.4

73,054

11.4

Sch

• Child Count Report -December 1.1988
SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS RETURNED TO REGULAR CLASSROOM
STATUS AS A PERCENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT
1987

20.7

NO.

1988
%
,

475

119

years of age

STATE

NO & PERCENT OF
GRADUATES TAKING TESTS
N

TABLE
CLASS

7

5-21 years of age
3-21

VERBAL

Ra
%

NO.

DISTRICT
STATE
1988

Ra

NO
••

1989
%

NO

%

11 3
DISTRICT

5

.021

2

1.68%

11

7.14

Dist
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Murray Independent School District Annual Performa
nce Report
TABLE 8
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT CLASSIFIED
AS ECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED
1987
NO.
DISTRICT

1988
%

218

STATE

223,1904

1989

NO.

16.0

%

211

34.7

NO.

16.0

252,579

TABLE 14
COST OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMEN
T

238

39.3

1987

'A

N/A

1987
NO.
Number and Percent of
Secondary Students
Enrolled in Vocational
Education:

350

NO.

87.06

89.05

NO.

%

373

92.0

* Occupational Preparatory Programs .
* Exploratory Programs
Number and Percent of
Secondary Students
Completing Vocational
Occupational Preparatory
Programs

25

83.3

29

80.06

35

List courses which are experimental or exempl
ary or which the district wants to
highlight
Murray High School courses which
exceed the state program
lof studies include: French
I-IV, Spanish I-IV, Latin I-1
V,
Special Interest Home Ec., Adult
Living, Mechanical Drawir g,
2 Architectural Drawing, Compu
ter Aided Drafting, Introducti
on
to Computers, Advanced Computers,
Speech, Journalism, Driv er
3 Ed., Calculus, Chorus, Art I-I
II, Orientation to the World
of Work, Business Communications,
European History, Advanc ed
Biology.

74.5
continued

NOTE: Percent Based On
Eligible Completers

PART II
STAFF DATA
TABLE 10
ATTENDANCE - PROFESSIONAL STAFF
ADMINISTRATORS AND OTHER
PROFESSIONAL STAFF

TEACHERS

Percent Attendance

97.195

Average Days of Sick Leave

99.46

5.0

Average Days of Personal Leave

1.0

.277

,

2.

Murray Vocational Center offers:
Auto Body Repair, Auto
Mechanics, Industrial Processes,
Principles of Technology,
Retailing I & II, Special Foods
Preparation.

3.

Murray Middle School students
can take exploratory classes
in:
Industrial Arts, Computer Education,
Home Economics,
Economics, Typing, Environmental
Science, Communication &
Media.

PART III
MANAGEMENT DATA
TABLE 16
DISTRICT PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES IN ADA
•

1989
DISTRICT

FACTOR

Cost per Pupil‘for Instruction

NO. CLASSES OVER
MAXIMUM SIZE

RATIO

PERCENT CLASSES IN
CLASSES OVER MAXIMUM

Cost per Pupil for Current Expenses

o

o

Murray Middle

15.03‘:1

0

0

0

0

INCOME

Revenue from Local Sources

15.45
13.23
N/A

13.23

Rank III

MINIMUM PAID

MAXIMUM PAID

44

20,908

27,982

42

18,732

25,570

12

16,636

100

Rank II

o

Rank III

o

1,147,864

Income from Investments
(9'0
Average Return)

12,971

Other

86,768

SALARY RANGE PAID
MINIMUM PAID

MAXIMUM PAID

35,843

1988 STATE
AVERAGE PERCENT

28.99

23 4

55.39

659

704,104

1 5.61

10 7

(June 30, as a Percent of
Total General Fund Money)

,
583,368

TABLE 18
REVENUE AND ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUE PER CHILD

50,176

1989
DISTRICT

Ocal Revenue Per Child in Average
Daily Attendance
( 1250.36 )

1045.78

Assessed Property Value Per Child in
Average Daily Attendance

148,781.163

1988
SfATE

S

727

S 135,637

PART IV
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NUMBER TEACHING OUT
OF FIELD OF SPECIALTY

NUMBER OF CLASSES
OUT OF FIELD

o

0

The Master Educational Improvement Plan shows no
deficiencies for the local distr
ict.
Local district goals and objectives
for the 1989-90 school
year include the following:
To improve the instructional program by
incorporating teaching thinking skills
into the curriculum, by expanding the
process approach to teaching writing
across the curriculum, by expanding the
Comput-er education program.
To improve student self concept and respect for others by incorporating family
life education ,into the K-12 curriculum.

District

183

7,498,723

23,159

TABLE 13
CLASSES TAUGHT BY TEACHER OUT OF FIELD OF SPECIALTY

Schools

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

1,307,603

FACTOR

ADMINISTRATORS

Rank I

S

GENERAL FUND BALANCE
SALARY RANGE PAID

PERCENT OF ADMINISTRATORS
BY RANK

57.988

DOLLARS

Revenue from Federal Sources

TEACHERS

Rank ll

$ 2,574

N/A

TABLE 12
TEACHER / ADMINSTRATOR SALARY DATA

Rank I

76

3,734,779

Tax Receipts

Revenue from State Sources

PERCENT OF TEACHERS
BY RANK

S

TABLE 17
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUE - 1989

J6.48:1

14.84:1

5 1,893

152,243

Cost per Pupil for Transportation

Murray Elem.

TEACHER /
ADMINISTRATOR RATIO
District

2,962,251

-Ccrst per Pupil for Administration

PUPIL/TEACHER RATIO
Schools

District

1988
STATE

1.0

TABLE 11
DISTRICT PUPIL / TEACHER RATIO AND TEACHER / ADMINISTRA
TOR RATIO

Murray High

$375.51

1989

%

358

$337.86

TABLE 15
COURSES EXCEEDING STATE PROGRAM
OF STUDIES

1988

%

$394.21

1989

N/A

TABLE 9
DISTRICT SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ENROLLMENT
,

Average Cost Per Professional
Staff Member for Inservice
Activities

18.0

1988

0

0

To expand the School Business Partnership
Program.
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AN if:I:11
By Abigail
010

Van Buren

Pearl Harbor Memorial Tablet
Will Honor Those Who Died
DEAR ABBY: The year 1991
marks the 50th anniversary of the
bombing of Pearl Harbor. and the
11th Bombardment Group( HiAssociation Inc. (a non-profit organization formed in Ohio in 1961)is in the
process of building a large bronze
memorial tablet with the names of
those men killed in action on Dec. 7.
1941, inscribed on it. The tablet will
be installed on Hickam Field. which
is adjacent to Pearl Harbor.
I have spent considerable time
and effort visiting the different Air
Force bases. checking their records
tiir the 11:1111eS ofthose killed or missing on Hickam Field. Dec. 7, 1941.
The names of all men killed on
Hickam Field will be on this tablet.
not just those of the men of the 11th
Bombardment Group U.
We do not want to overlook anyone whose name should be on this
memorial tablet, so because your
column is so widely read, we are
appealing to you to help us locate
any and all family members who had
loved ones on Hickam Field that day
who %%ere killed, or listed as missing
and not accounted for.
ROBERT E. MAY,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
GROUP II ASSOCIATION INC.
DEAR MR.MAY:Glad to be of
help.
Readers:If you have information about military personnel
who were either killed or listed
as missing in action,please write
to: Group (HI Association Inc.,
P.O. Box 637,Seffner, Fla.33584.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter just
told us tttat she is planning to get
married this winter. We gave her a
good education, and now she is a
high-salaried professional woman.
She's 27 years old and has been on
her own for four years.
Her fiance is also highly successful. He's 35 years old. Our daughter
and this fellow have been living
together for more than a year,against
our wishes, and now they want .a
church wedding, followed by A big

dinner for all the relatives — paid for
by us! What are our obligations?
We personally feel that they have
already danced to the music, and
now they should pay the fiddler.
Please answer in the paper. but do
not useour name or town. Her grandparents would be crushed to learn
that their granddaughter would live
with someone before marriage!
DAD AND MOM
DEAR DAD AND MOM: You
are under no obligation to foot
the bill for your daughter's
wedding regardless of whether
she and her fiance lived together
prior to their marriage. Just
hand your daughter this column
if you lack the courage to deliver
this message verbally.

Legal
Node.

Rona

The Protection and Advocacy Division is
conducting a public comments survey about its
protection and advocacy services for Kentuckians
with developmental disabilities and/or mental
illnesses. This information will be used to determine which clients will receive advocacy services
first and to consider the public's ideas about how
the Division can improve its services. To receive
the developmental disabilities survey or the mental
illness survey, call toll-free, 1-800-372-2988
(TDD), or write to 1264 Louisville Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

As of Sept 23, 1989. I Paul
Cox am no longer responsible to debts incurred by my
wife Katharina Cox Paul K.
Cox
As of September 26. 1989,1
Rob Owen arm not responsible for any of Shell' Leopard Owen Debts! Rob
Owen

111111MM

020

010
tAfP1
MAW

020
Notice
Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Beretta $221 mo.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
48 Mo. Closed End Lease.

GLASS Service & Replacement For homes autos
and businesses Auto
glass, plate glass window
glass, insulated glass, mir
rors, glass table tops, store
fronts M&G Complete
Glass Co. Dixieland Center, phone (502)753-0180.
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal c.an $2999 Get at
Blacks Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray
NOTICE: Faye's Custom
Embroidery & Seen Printing is now located in Central Shopping Center next
to Wal-Mart 753 7743 his
Mon Sat 9 30 8 00, Sun
1-5
PASSPORT Photos. Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809
TANNING at The Body Designer, 115 South 13th St
753-3492

Where can you easily find millions in
real estate, sell your old car, find a
better paying job, find your lost
bank book, make a good buy
on an antique lamp, locate
a good carpenter who
sell your
can re air your porch,
old baby
carriage and
much, much more?

1'

Call the Murray
Ledger & Tifffes
753-1916
To Place Your Ad

DEAR TRISH: I have another
suggestion: People who are
annoyed by the commercials and
the poor quality of their entertainment on commercial TV
should watch public TV — and
they shouldn't forget to pay for
it!

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

1117TTITITIII
:
COLNT CN

WHEN La LEFT IT WAS MOE
AND CLEAR NOW,LOOK LiNAT
WE RE RCNNING INTO..

CAN NEER
‘,0E4Ti4ER

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Our 26th Year"

Classified
Advertisers...
/Check
Your Ads!

* * *

DEAR ABBY:Several times your
readers have written to complain
about television — the quality or
lack thereofloft he shows,the length,
the number and the volume of commercials, the violence and offensive
language. etc.
My: solution to these problems is
simple: Get rid of the tube!(People
don't refer to it as the idiot box" for
nothing.) I do not own a television,
and no one has been able to convince
me that I'm missing much. Furthermore. I suspect that many folks who
complain about never having the
time todo anything spend more time
than they realize parked in front of
their TV sets.
Please pass this along to your
readers. Abby. A suggestion: Tell
'em to get a good book and read it!
TRISH IN EASLEY,S.C.

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you go
to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $560.00 before
Medicare pays anything. For free information call:

Please
check
the first insertion
ofeach ofyour ads
for errors. Report
all errors to the
Classified Advertising Department
as soon as possible so that we may
make the necessary
changes
promptly.
The
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for errors in the first
insertion only.
Call 753-1916

IF you grew up in an al
cholic home and want to
talk to others who understand and share your feelings. call 753-8494
LOOK younger longer. Facial rejuvenation at The
Body Designer, 115 South
13th St., 753-3492

(-COASTAL
\FO6

CRUISE Ships: Now hiring
all positions Both skilled
and unskilled. For information Call (615) 779-5507
Ext. H1386

ximmorionommor

EARN Money typing at
home $30000/ year income potential Details,(1)
805-687-6000 Ext
B-10706

coNt NAVE

ANVTAING
TO WEAR!

EARN money at home stuffing envelopes Send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Wendy Cox Assoc,
9088 North 18th, Murray,
KY 42071

A CARROT TICK, ALL I GET ON
Mu DIET 1571-415 STUPID
CARROT STICK

JON SAYS 171E1S
ARE SUPF'05E12 TO
BE PLEASURABLE .

UNLESS THis THING STARTS
TAP DANCING,I'M GONNA
BE REAL DISAPPOINTED
•

4vre.
111111All
LLEILLIMILEMI
YOU 'TOOK
THE MEN FOR
A FIVE-MILE
RUN THIS
MORNING,
DIDN'T YOU2

•

YEAH, WHAT
ABOUT Iii

I
I

YOU'RE
RIPE

r=1.?

Ca
\

1
Q

Do

cm

lidistr:V2
tiCAJ STLCk
ANG 1.45r-GA0 oc MY
DoG
sochaY,

GEE WHIZ, DOC

,
arAti
MR.Ilumorroo

Ii-

5L

I'M ON VSCIUR 51p€,SHERIFF. wHer4
FOC)THAT DEVIL CULT, I'LL
LET •OU KNOW dapp

-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

38 Near
39 Precious
stone
41 Weaken
42 Brief
44 "— Mice and
Men"
46 "The Young
and the —"
48 Carries
51 Apportion
52 Hard-wood
tree
53 "Hart —
Hart"
55 Missive
59 Employ
60 Great Lake
62 Comfort
63 Sailor:
colloq.
64 Fondles
65 Pintail duck

1 Den
5 Book of Old
Testament
9 Crony:
colloq.
12 Billy —
13 Merit
14 Mountain on
Crete
15 100 pennies
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Legal matter
19 Landed
21 James Dean
film
23 Smashes
27 R-U linkup
28 Affray
29 Electrified
particle
31 Guido's high
note
34 Alternative
word
35 Let fall

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PERIL
EMBER
POL ICE
READER
AT
DOVE
DICE
RES
NEVER
TEN
INCH
REDAN
NT
EITR I P
RETORTS
AREA
NEVE
APPEAL'S
SEPAL
DRIES
I L
LETO
DAM' LCINES
LOT
ETON
UAME
NU
DESERT
MOOG E S
SUE ED
S EUR S

3 Sick
4 Told
5 Eagle's nest
6 Mother
7 Morsel
8 Projecting
tooth
9 Captain

Hook. e.g.
10 Arabian
seaport
1 Cover
11 Final
2 Fuss
16 Changes
20 Stumbled
22 Exists
23 Smoke and
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
7
10 11
fog
9
24 At this
12
place
13
14
25 Lansbury ID
26 Soak up
15
17
16
18
30 Irritate
32 Young girl
19 •20
21
22
33 The sweetsop
36 Paddle
23 24 25
26
27
37 Strikes out
40 — nature
28
29
30
31 32 33 43 Note of scale
45 Iron symbol
34
36
47 Shoe
35
37
38
bottoms
48 Tense
il
41
39
42
49 Greek peak
50 Walk
46
44
54 Unit of
ill
Norwegian
51
currency
56 Scottish cap
56 57 58
57 Compass
point
il
ill
58 Female ruff
82UUU
61 That thing
591.
63
dUUU
WI
DOWN

iii

52

illid WI

EXPERIENCED auto clean
up man Apply in person at
624 N Ith or Call 759-1346
or 759-9672
IF you we career minded
self -motivated team
oriented and would like to
earn above average income Taco John's wants
to talk to you TacoJohnsis
now accepting applications
for personnel to work all
shifts in Murray Apply in
person between 2-4p m
Monday Friday No phone
calls please Taco John's
EOE
'INSTANT CASH' Earn
$2004500 weekly mailing
novelty gift items For more
information send stamped
envelope to DMM-IV, P.O.
Box 2297, Miami, FL
33261
.

ACTORS/ACTRESSES
WANTED For local TV
commercials No experience necessary For casting
info
call
1 518-459 8697, Ext TV
973
ANYONE can apply! Guaranteed Visa/MC, US
charge Even with bad aedit No one refused Call
(213)925-9906 ext U1323
CAREER Opportunity as
Customer Service Representative working with
commercial insurance accounts in our Benton, Kentucky office Experience is
required Please send complete resume to Peel &
Holland, Attn, David Moffitt,
P 0 Box 427, Benton, Kentucky 42025 No phone
calls, please
Accepting
Applications
For
Nurse Aides
on all shifts with beginning salary at S3.50 per
hour with 20. shift differential for 3-11 and 11-7
shifts Apply at
West View
Nursing Home
1401 South 16th St.
Murray
EOE Mit'
INTERNATIONAL Co
seeking part-time & fulltime employees in this
area No experience
necessary, will train High
school diploma or GED ony
requirement Great income
with potential to advance If
interested come to company orientation at Chamber of Commerce Bldg,
Hwy 641 N, Thurs , Sept
28th, at 7 pm
LAKEE Enterprises,
Subby's We are presently
screening applicants for
full-time management positions in food service industry, Murray location Willingness to work hard,
supervising personnel,
good starting salary, good
working conditions and
vacations Send resume to
Lakee Enterprise, Inc. 300
West 10th St., Metropolis,
IL 62960
NEED a lob? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma, 'You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, 'You are between
the ages of 16 & 21 We are
an EOE This protect is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- JTP A Call
JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a m-11 30am

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Now accepting applications for Dietary Aids. Starting
salary $3.50 full or
part time. Apply in
person
West View

Nursing Home
401 S. 16 St.
EOE M/F
NEED Extra money for
'Christmas Need Avon rep
in this area Full or parttime Earn $50 up to $300
weekly $30 worth of product free Start today call
753-0171
PART time opening for
maid 2 days per week Of
when needed E a penance
preferred Must have home
phone Apply in person
only Eagle inn, 641 South.
*PRE-HOUDAY INCOME'
Earn $200-5500 weekly
mating novefty gift items
For more information send
stamped envelops to
DMM-IV, P0 Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261
SALESMAKER needed
Apply in person at Rad*
Shack.

CORRECTIONS
RECREATION
LEADER
The Kentucky State
Penitentiary in Lyon
County is currently
accepting
applications for Corrections
Recreation
Leader.
Permanent, full-time.
Salary range $13,668
- $17,796 annually.
MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS: Graduate of a college or
university with a bachelor's degree in recreation,
physical
education or a related
field. Experience in
planned
recreation,
physical education or
related activities will
substitute for the required college on a
year-for -year basis.

WILL
clean
Call 7

NEED
home
TV
1-800-

Full range of benefits,.
including life and
health insurance, retirement plan, paid
vacation and sick
leave.
Contact Anne Choat,
Personnel
Administrator,
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary,
P.O. Box 128. Eddyville, KY 420380128, (502) 3882211.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F/1 I
SOMEONE To care for infant in my home full-bme
Must provide references
Call 753-2201
VINYL Installer needed
Frye years experience required Riley's Home Improvement, 753-9478 or Riley's Construction,
753-7107
WANTED — Secretary/
Receptionist for local dental office Office experience
required medical/dental
experience preferred Mail
copy of resume to P 0 Box
1040-L Murray, Ky 42071
MECHANICAL
MAINTENANCE
AND
OPERATIONS
TECHNICIAN
The Kentucky State
Penitentiary in Lyon
County has an immediate opening for a
full-time, permanent
position. Salary range
annually is 51 1.244 S14.640.
MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS:
Ability to read and
write supplemented
by two years of experience in the maintenance and/or repair
of air conditioning,
heating, refrigeration
or ventilation equipment. Formal training
in one of the above or
related fields will substitute for the experience on a year-foryear basis.
Full range of benefits,
including life and
health insurance, retirement plan, paid
vacation and sick
leave.
Contact Anne Choat,
Personnel
Administrator,
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary,
P.O. Box 128, Eddyville, KY 420380128, (502) 3882211.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer WF/11

ANTIOU
collecba
5p m.

BATTEF
caps, a
brass, s
alt Mac
Post Oa

BUYING
equipme
436-5604

BUYING
battery,
per and
Recychni
498-878!

IF MOVI
house a
antique
tools qui
house fu
or 492-a
TWIN gi
Barbie
489-2845

3 GLASS
tables,
tables, 1
table, 6
waterbei
Ouaser T
oak finish
4 BRAND
mile stes
bras Ask
new car
$35 759
4' SICKLE
garden Ira
Don ping
condition,
$85 4369 X 1 2' I
Green hot
$350 753

TO(
E resilient
backgroun
cLess orga
coerce,inc
qualified
Posaion
protess/o,
,.
hatory to

Di
090
Situation
Warded
BABYSITTING Excellent
references 435-4273
HOUSE Cleaning
ences 753 2607

Refer

WILL babysit full time Call
6 to 9 p m 354 6045
WILL sit with the disabled
or elderty qualified and re
ferences Call 753-4590 for
more information Rates
reasonable

If
InsurE
Medic
Home

110
Comp,
Instruction

possit
delive
your t.
policy
free c
Our
Savin!
when
have

Je

Pa.
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090
Situation
Wants9

WILL sit with elderly or iH
clean houses or offices
CaN 753-7215 or. 753 3635

Metruction
NEED your GED? Study a
home with KET's GED on
TV. Enroll today
1-800-KET-4433.

-7Inme
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led
reIrnRin,
aryl
ienince
ntal
Mail
Box
071.
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Articles
For Sale

ARROW storage buildings.
10x9 ft building with door
56- wide x 59 height
$22999 10x12 ft building
with door 56 wide x 61
height, $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
wide x 60' height, $28999
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604

Real
Lamle
ANTIQUE Oak Piano
Good condition $400 or
best offer 436 5463
240

ASHLEY wood heater Like
new $150 CaM 345-2476
WOOD stove, $100 Call
436-2994 or 436-2821

litscollanioue

Services
Offered

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate SENVICeS with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711 L

3 BEDROOM - older
home Alm° Price reduced
- moving must sell Call
afternoons 753-5064

1986 LINCOLN Mark VIII
Loaded 1988 Mercury Topaz LS Loaded 753-3632

ELECTRICAL installation
arid repair All gas instalia
tron and repair Also retng
elation Call 753-7203

UNIQUE Lakeview home
Two bedrooms one bath,
complete carpeting double
carport extended deck,
central air, five years old,
on blacktop 3 miles from
Paris Landing $49,000
Excellent condition Call
901 232 8695 after 1 p m

Now it's

ELECTRICIAN Licensed
contractor, quality work Affordable price No charge
service call Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279

RILEY'S Home Improve
menu Free Estimates dm
counts to senior citizens
Work guaranteed Billy Riley 753-9478

300
ROCKY COLSON Home
CHRISTOPHER'S Coins
Repair Roofing siding
Business
NEW
Condo
miniu
ms
For
At Ox-Yoke (Hazel) katers
painting plumbing conRentals
Sale 3 bedrooms 2 baths
crete Free estimates Call
BAR Stools Like new too precious metals in best BODY
1,380
sq ft plus garage all
Shop 32x50, office
FENCE sales at Sears 474 2307
fiberglass and metal, cloth stores, funk silver lots $25
and up Fine coins and bathroom gas heat and 4 applicanoes included plus
now Call Sears 753-2310
seats $20 ea 753 8809
many
other
SANDBLASTING All types
overh
extras
ead
doors
For
heavy
proof bets at Ox-Yoke, mer
for free estimate for your
paint and rust removal No
DO you want to sell your chantile (Aurora) and in duty air compressor, plenty more information phone
needs
New
& Used
Kopperud
job too large or too small
Realty
SPA? We sell used spas on Murray at Carolyn's Cor- of parking 404 North 411-1
GM Executives
FOR most any type drive- Same day service on most
470
consignment Murray Hot ner, Jane's Attic Treasure $375 per month Call 753-1222
Pogram Ven,c*s
753-3018
way white rock also any items Call 753-2011 for a
Tubs, 115 South 13th St. House 753 4161
WERE having more calls
Train to be a Professional
type gravel dirt and sand Free Estimate
753-3492
901-9
42-39
Motorcy
cles
00
for
proper
PRIME
ty
in
our
Office
area than
space for
FIREWOOD for sale
•SECRETARY
call Roger Hudson,
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
rent Downtown close to we can fill If you have 1986 MOTO 4
SEWING Mac`iine Repair
437-4667
•EXECUTIVE SEC
YAMAHA
753 4545 or 753-6763
All makes and models
square 753-8302 or property contact Milly Ward 4-WHEELER Very
•WORD PROCESSOR
nice
FISHER double door, LARGE,
at Key Associates Call anytime 437-4
large. large selec- 753-5870
GENERAL Repair plumb- home and industry Call
HOME STUDY PRES TRAINING
092
woodstove, $150 Beige tion of storag buildin
e
753-3263 or home
Kenneth Barnhill,
gs in
ing, roofing, tree work
•FlNANCIAL Alt) AVAIL.
velour recliner, $55. Both stock for
immediate deliv- SMALL Business Building
753-2967 Wilson Real 1988 SUZUKI Intruder VS
753-2674 Hwy 121 North
43.6-5895 or 436 2642
409 PLACEMENT ASSIST
very good condition
750. Only 2,300 miles, perery Acree Portable Build- Prime location, intersection Estate
Stella, Ky
1-800-327-7728
489-2792
GUTTERING By Sears
fect condition, $3,500 firm
ings, Mayfield, Ky. of Sycamore and 4th
1964 STEPSIDE Chevy
THE HART SCHOOL
Street
SHEE
s
TROCK finishing
Newly
Sears
residen
tial and comremodeled
Call 753-2568
502-247-7831
•Olir aIA.CT Cora
FISHER Poppa Bear
Pickup 350 engine, runs mercia
Not Wawa PanisanoSch FL
Call 753-8809
l continuous gutters new or repair 436-2811
woodstove, excellent con- SHAR
ATV parts accessories, good, $600 or best offer
P Copiers Local auinstalled for your specificadition 435-4142
STEWART S Upholstery
thorized dealer, sales, retires & service for all 753-8741
320
tions Call Sears 753 2310
Large selection of material
brands! Keith's Lawn & 1968
for
FULL size Wicker Head- ntal, lease and service Call
tree
estima
te
FORD truck cab
new springs legs etc Rea
1-800-248-4319
Tractor
,
Industr
ial
Rd
board, excellent condition
,
Mur
Atireinits
t
over, with good grain bed
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
HAMILTON Cultured sonable rates, free pick up
ray 759-9831
$80 759-1293
2' board runs gocd good marble
TRUCK Bed Mats Ford, 1 BEDROOM Apartment, tree tops (triangle bounded
and tie 643 Old and delivery 436 5236
shape
2
ton
YAMA
with
Chevy
330 en- Benton Rd 753-9400
HA 1980 1100 cc
by 3 roads) center of Mar, Mazda, Dodge, nice, 3 blocks from cam
LICENSE Plates - airSTRESS FREE EXER
gine
$1,50
0 436-2120
Toyota & Nissan Keith's pus, $125 mo 753-6111
shall County Look down on special 1,000 OBO Call
brush & custom made
•AIRLINES
HAULING, yard work tree CISE For the physically fit
Lawn
753-5
146
&
Tracto
Benton
r,
's
Industr
Large
lights!
ial
new stock at Faye's
Deer and
1977 CHEVROLET Blazer
'CRUISE LINES
1 BEDROOM upstairs wild turkey.
removal roofing, painting, or physically limited
next to Wal-Mart Hrs. Mon- Rd
No buildings
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
YAMAHA 200cc 3-wheeler 1 -owner, excellent condi- mowing Free estima
apartment Stove and re- Joe W.
tes (stroke, arthritis, back pain)
Sat 9 30-8 00, Sun 1-5 UPRIGHT Piano
Nanney, 753-9622. $650, 125cc
tion,
lock-o
ut
hubs, P/S. 759-1683
3-wheeler
Also a 11 frigerator included
at The Body Designer, 115
HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
753-7743
PS,
air $4,200 753-9339
h p Snapper riding mower
APPROXIMATELY 1 acre $350 80cc 4-wheeler
South 13th St 753 3492
753-6148, after 5 pm
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
INSULATION Blown In By
$950 Phone 753-7688 be- after 4
753-3632
lot For Sale by owner, 1,4
SUNTANNA Tanning bed
•ADIE PLACEMENT ASSIST.
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment miles
SUREWAY Tree Service
Sears TVA approved
West of Murray off fore 6, nights 759 4703
Has approx. 300 hrs. on WINTER
1981
SILVE
RADO
Long Save on those high hear-1g Topping, pruning tree re
Pool Covers, or house near downtown Wiswel
1-800-327-7728 Nubs. $1,500 753-0
l
Rd
New
bed,
well,
sepV-6,
882
350, Alpine ste
or Above/Inground covers, Murray, 753-4109
r
•Pt.0,'F
and cooling bills Call Sears moval Aerial bucket truck
tic tank & driveway Asking
759-9592.
reo, 56,3xx 759-1893 or 753-2
tubes, air pillows, plugs and
310 for free estimate Fully insured for your pro
$12,0
00
Call
2 or 3 BEDROOM House or
753-1306 or
7510011 after 4
tection Stump removal
TRAILERS For Sale: 4x8, gizmo. Cleaning and win753-6695
Apartment 753-4109
LANDSCAPING bushhogwith no lawn damage Free
5x8, 5x10, 6x16. Keith's terizing service available
1983 4x4 TAHOE Blazer
ging,
leveli
ng
drivew
ays estimates No obligat
1.10
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial C J's Pool & Patio, 106 N. 2 BEDROOM Apartment: SHERWOOD Forrest, PARTS for Datsun s Toy- Loaded, luggage rack aluions
and
buildin
gs flower beds 753-5484
4th St. 759-1911.
Want
Rd. 759-9831.
Upstairs, quiet neighbor- shaded lot, city water, ota's and VW's 474-2325
minum wheels excellent 436-5
430
To Buy
hood, partial utilities paid
condition 753-5484
sewer, natural gas
TELEPHONE wiring jacks
250
490
753-2941, please leave 759-9268
LICENSED electrician
'Sc
ANTIQUES by the piece or
1984
installed- phones moved
GMC SIERRA James Gallim
Bushm
ea
Used
messa
ge.
ore electrical
collections 753-9433 after
Classic Call 8-5 753-6577
Services
Cars
service Commercial and residence and business
Appliances
5p.m.
NICE Garage Apartment
experienced Call Bobby
1974 OLDS Cutlass Su- 1988 CHEVROLET Blazer residential Fast courteous Wade 753 2220
BATTERIES, cans, hub- TAPPAN oven and range MUSIC MAN DJ's: has the For rent will be available
i60
servic
759-1
e
S-10
835
4x4.
43
liter, power
music for all occasions, Oct 1, on S 7th St , next to
preme White with red top &
caps, aluminum, copper, top, avocado, excellent
Homes
TREE Trimming and Brush
party's, weddings, clubs, Parker Ford 753-5273,
interior New paint and new windows and locks Call LICENSED Electrician
brass, stainless, starters, condition Sears 30 gallon
Far Side
dances & reunions Call anytime
top many new parts, cold 753-2135
Doug Jones Electric Resi- Removal 436-2502
alt After 3p m 753-0467, water heater, new.
3 BEDROOM Brick. On 1 air, stereo $1 050 negotinow for special rates,
dential wiring and electric TYPING and or editing
759-4070
Post Oak Road, 94 East
510
acre wooded lot, 5 miles able 753-8165 after 6
1-901-642-3542.
motor repair 759-4751
Lowest price in the count/
from Murray in Cherry CorBUYING 12" GI Joes
160
1977
NEW Concord Family Hair
BUICK
Limited: ExMOBILE HOME Specialist 759-4085
Canipe
ner
rs
area
753-88
72.
equipment, Barbies, Jems
Horns
cellent condition, local car.
Station is now open on
436-5255
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
436-5608
1988 PROWLER Lynx 26
Furnishings
Saturday Call for your ap- 22 MINUTES to Murray. 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath home Call 753-2568
Service Center, cleaningPAINT
ING
travel
Quality worktrailer, sleeps 6, like
on approximately 1 acre lot,
BUYING: aluminum cans, BROYHILL Love Seat Like pointment now 436-2714. Walk to Johnathan Creek
1978 2 DOOR Zephyr Mer- new,
manship, references tree servicing $15, most repairs
$ 8 , 6 00
battery, scrap metal, cop- new Call after 4 p.m.
Super location Cozy 2 bed- located on 121 North, 7 cury. 33,000 mi
estimates Call Craig at $35, all brands 3rd Street,
like new
759-9359
miles from Murray Call af260
per and junk cars. KGA 437-4616
room house, $250
Alrno. 753 0530
79' Impala, 4-door, 63.000
436-5
245
ter
5p
m 489-2861
Recycling 492-8183 days,
354-6248
TN.
20 1973 ARIS Sleeps six.
mi.
76'
Mercur
y
wagon
,
WET
BASEMENT" We
CARPET for sale 370 sq.
498-8785 nights.
Radio
65,000 mi. 72' LTD 4-door A/C, excellent condition, PLUMBING repairman with make wet basem
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, gar- 3 BEDROOM Ranch. 14
ft Gold sculptured, $75.
ents dry
same day service Call
$2,800
489-2
baths,
633
27,000
living
room,
mi.
dining
North
GE COLOR 19" TV Excel- age, central h/a, appliance,
16th and
IF MOVING, cleaning out Evenings call 753-0090
Work completely guaran
436-5
255
room,
Poor
kitche
Farm Rd. White
n, den with
lent condition 753-9302 af- references, no pets $600
house Of sheds, used or
teed Call or write Morgan
screened porch new car- House
520
antique furniture, glass, NEW Furniture Ask for ter 4 pm
PORCHES and decks and ConStruction Company
month. 753-7457.
pet, central heat & ter, wood
Boats
tools, quilts One piece or Neal at Starks Brothers Moremodeling Call G & A Route 2 Box 409 A. Pad.,
NEAT and Attractive 1 burning furnace, on large 1978 CJ5 V 8, 54,xxx ac& Motors
house full (901)642-6290 bile Homes 753-2922
Constr
uction 436-2617 or cah. KY 42001 or cal:
270
tual
miles
Call after 4 p m
bedroom home near MSU lot with chain link fence.
or 492-8594
1 442-7026
Mobilo
REDECORATING Sales:
14 FIBERGLASS boat & 753-1126
Campus No Pets $250 per Nice neighborhood, imma- 437-4616
Homes For Sale
trailer 40 hp motor, runs PROFESSIONAL Lawn WILL do plumbing install
TWIN girls' clothes, 4T Brown velvet couch, 2
month Low utilities Con- culate condition, $78,800
a
1979 COUGAR Bronze
good needs some repair
Barbie Dream House beige velvet chairs with otCare Mowing Hauling - ton & repairs All guarantact Kopperud Realty, 753-1705
with white interior 60,000
12x60, 1972, 3 BED
toman
and
$200
hide-a
-bed
436-2
for
120
Trimming & LEAF RAK- teed Free estimates
489-2845
753-1222
miles, P/S. P/B, cruise, tilt,
ROOM, 14 bath, central
sale Looks like new Call
1989 PROCRAFT 17'8' ING 759-4440 evenings Phone 435 4169 o•
AM/FM cassette very good
air, gas heat, furnished, apDella for appointment
3 BEDROOM,2 bath, brick
753 1308
370
150
car Please call 762 6604 fish n ski, 115 hp Yamaha, Ask for Wayne
pliances 753-4339
753-1492 or 753-2721.
Desirable location
UveMock
Articles
or 753-4570
fully equipped Purchased RILEY Construction and
753-7405
28x60 1983 CENTURIAN
& Supplies
For Sala
SURBURBAN Fireplace Innew in March 1989 Can be General Contractor Resi3
bedro
oms,
2
baths,
sert
$150 Couch and
BY OWNER. Well built 2 1979 VOLVO 2-door, fam- seen at 602 Main Street or dential and commercial
gray
3 GLASS top Basset Oak
ily owned Great first-time
chair, $65 Ray wall 220 wood siding, shingle roof,
call 753-7307
bedroom brick on 2'4 acre
new and renovations Night
tables, 2-Octagon end
car, safe, dependable, tape
vinyl underpinning
electri
c
lot.
2
heater
out
buildin
.
$30
gs,
1
Misc
scheduling available com- KENTUCKY 31 Fescue
could
tables, 1-Hectagon coffee
24'
player,
FLOTE
radio,
excell
BOAT Pontoon
$25,000 Call after 5p m
ent run436-2497
make ideal workshop. Loplete home builder Billy Seed For sale 753 8156
table, 6-piece king-size
ning car. 901-247-3986
85 hp Mercury motor, with
489-2895
cated 6 miles North of MurRiley 753-9478
waterbed suite, 1-40"
or 753 6401
White Amur (Triploid)
dual
axle
trailer
New
upray on 1824. 753-3494 or 1983 AUDI 5000 Turbo
190
CLOSEOUT Sale ConQuasar TV, stereo sound,
Also Available-Catfish,
holst
ery
and
carpe
t
753-4612
diesel, excellent condition
Fans
tinues All 1989 14 wides,
oak finish 489-2355
Ilybnd Bluegill, Bass,
$3,900 753-5461 or •
759 4512 days 753-6645
Equipment
16 wides, and double wides
Crappie
BY
Minnow
Owner
&
753-88
s,
large, well-built,
37
4 BRAND new P-215 multi
have to go Free delivery
well-insulated, brick home after 5 p m
Del: Tues., Oct. 3
mile steel belted Radial FOR RENT: 2- 3,500 and set-up
fS
INBOA
RD, outboard re,
fast and easy
3 bedrooms. 2 baths, living 1984 CORVETTE 40,000
Time 10:00-11:00 am
tires Asking $190 Brand bushel grain bins 24 cents financi
pair,
winteri
zing
and
set
ng_ Bring your deed
room with beautiful fire- adult miles Extras
new car battery Asking per month with 6 month for no
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINDS
vice calls 436-2502
money down See
Southern States Co-op
place, formal dining room, $14,500 Royal 1975
minimum plus electricity
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
$35 759-4520
Jim
Taylor
or
W
Murray
C
Colley
,
Ky.
at
den, eat-in-kitchen, large Dodge Monaco 41,000
Call 753-8848 before 830
MUST sell 76 Allison
All Types Of
Bargain Home Center.
(502) 753-1423
4' SICKLE Bar for gravely, pm
garage with electronic door miles one owner $1,800 or
Crass bass boat 16 long
Hwy.
Cust
641
S. Pans Tn.,
om Woodworking
or call 1-800443-8439!
garden tractor $45 Regulaopener, large well - best otter 753 8848 before
135 horse Evmrude motor,
SO PERMIT REQUIRED
tion ping pong table good FOR Sale or Trade G- 901-644-1176. Open 6
constructed basement (no 8 30 p m
loaded Call after 7 p m
condition, with equipment gleaner combine with a 13' days 7 a.m.-7 p m , Sun
blocks), with fireplace and
437-4262
bean head and a G-435 12-6 p.m. Drive a little.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
$85 436-5679
cabinets, secunty doors, 1984 CUTLASS Slate
corn head, good condeion, Save a lot.
•Drop by & see our showroom
green,
cruise,
air,
stereo,
other extras Central heat
530
9X12' FIBERGLASS kept inside $2,600 Call
good condition, reasonably
Nice,
quiet
neighb
orhood,
KY Lake Property Mobile
Services
Greenhouse Moveable, (901) 247-3733 after 5 p m
Olive Blvd Full grown priced 753-9302 after 4
home with 4 rooms built on
Offered
$350 753-3494.
and on weekends
pm
AKC
PUPPI
ES Wesbes
trees Draperies, kitchen
4 bedrooms, 1'4 bath cenA
1
TREE
Service & Stump
appliances included Re- 1985 CELEBRITY
tral heat & air 8 lots with Scotties, ShihTzu, Shelties
V-6
Removal 50' aerial bucket
$150
ea
489-2
duced
246
upper
to
$80s
hook
(502)
overdrive, clean and well
up for mobile home 2
TOOLMAKERS OR MACHINISTS
truck Spraying and feed759 4167
outbuildings ideal get away AMERICAN Eskim
maintained $3,200 Can
o Pups
ing 35 years experience
ExcelIent opportunity toe individuals with machining and tooling
for 2 or more families Call
be
seen
at
6th
Chestand
Must
sacrifice. Regularly
badsgrcund. 11 you are interested in worlung for a progress wood
Glen Joiner owner Call
Si"
436-2994 Priced in low $130, Now $100.
nut.753-9775
Class organization and have the ability to build or repairive
Death in BY Owner Very
753 0906 Free Estimates
forming,
nice
3
pierce,and trim dies for a Press Manufacturing Operation you may be
30's
the family 753-9979, leave
bedroom brick on large 1985 SKYLARK 4-door, APPLIANC
qualified for a position with us.
E SERVICE
message
TRAILER For Sale Call
shaded lot on Edinborough 63,000 moles, wires, rack
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Position offens a corrawntive salary, benefits, opportunity arid a
753-4
nice
LOVELY COUNTRY SETTING
094
after
$3,20
437-4
6
in
0
p
Gatesb
m
723
GERMAN Shepherd 6
orough 2 baths,
Professional atmospnere ii Qualified. send rebut-re "nth saiary
Whirlpool 30 years experihistory 10
In this lovely three bedroom, 2' bath bnck
large hying room, dining
1 male and I temp' ce•
ence
Parts and service,
1987 DODGE Omni 1 tarn
280
ranch on large wooded lot. Listing also
old $75-$l0(l p free room, den with wood burn- ily owner,
Used Appliances Bobby
60,000 miles
Dept. for Employment Services
ing insert in stone fireplace
Mobile
male Beagle •-) _ 8745
includes an extremely nice three has shop
Hoppe
r.
753-4
872
Days
or
759-4
522,
nights
ATTN: DANA CORP.
Homes For Rent
Attractive brick work in
with bath and nany other teatare..
436-5848 (home)
759-9422
P.O. Box 1128
kitche
n
and
den
Washe
r,
12x65 Mobile Home 2 bed
HopkInsvIlle, KY 42240
APPL
IANCE REPAIRS
dryer, and refrigerator stay 1989 DODGE Shadow
Breeder has
rooms, $1,500 Phone
Factory trained by 3 mapor
An Equal Opportunity Einpioyei
New central Trane gas unit 2-door. 5 speed 6,600 ac
753-7354 after 530 pm
711 Main
manufacturers Most parts
753-1222
AKC Tiny Toy
Beautiful in-ground pool tual miles new $7,500
stock
in
on
my
truck
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
All
female, party-color with equipment including 759-9921
work and parts warranteed
or unfurnished Some new
solar cover, winter cover,
FOR Sale By original Ask for Andy at The
Ap
furniture, natural gas
and furniture Screened in
owner 1977 Chevy Im
plianoe Works 753-2455
electric, air conditioned
porch and 2 car garage
pale Is drrven daily to work
Shady Oaks 753-5209
Privacy fence and storage
AUTUMN Salel Storage
Cal 753-7903 after 5
building Call for appoint
buildings 8x12 $750 816
4-MOBILE Homes for rent
443-2848
merit 753-2280
$1,000. 10x16 $1 350,
East side of Murray Call
If you need any form of Life
Septic Tank
Trenching
Other Sizes available
FINE
after
Lakeview 2 bedroom
5 p m 753-9227
Have You Been
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
(installation & repair)
489 2663
home Has privacy and
290
Turned Down
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
seclusion With deck on
BUSHHOGGING
Water Line
Sewer Lines
Heating
lakeside of home A must to
Elsewhere?
Home Insurance just give us a call.
489 2355
And Culling
Insta
llation
see Located near Kentake
Ditching
We will check with several
Credit Problems I OK
CARTER Roofing Corn
JIM'S Heating & Air Conde
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513 State Park at Ledbetter
companies to give you the best
party Flat Roofing Special
Shores Call for appoint
honing Installing and serv
No Crecik I ox
Coldwater
Road
ist Residential commer
possible rate and benefits and
icing all brands 14 years
753-6756 The ultimate for merit Dick Keyser Real Es
Divorce
Backhoe Service
OK
cial
industrial
354-8818 or
experience, commercial, all your pet's grooming tate
deliver the information to you and
753-6156
Bankruptcy
1-800-447 2706
354 6344
OK
residential 24 hour an
needs
your home. If you decide to buy a
swering 753-9518, after
CLEANING Businesses
PEG'S Dog Grooming AN
We sell dependable,
policy from us, we also give you
hours 502-658-3282 Jim
and residential General
NEW HOUSE Well ar
breeds 753-2915
afforda
ble
cars
to
Rando
lph
free claim service.
cleaning, window washing.
ranged 3 bedroom 2 bath
people who want to
ROTTWEILER AKC pup- house nearing completion
floor stripping and carpet
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
RANDY Thornton Co. Inc
re-establish their credit.
pies, 8 weeks, shots
shampooing References
Buy direct from builder and
Heating and sr condition
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
436-2514
supplies 753 6737
save St CaN 753 3909 after
ing for commercial or rest
Low
Weekly
Payme
nts
when you need service, all you
4 30 p m
decibel Factory authorized
BRICK. block and conhave to do is call
Trans and Carrier dealer
PEACEFUL, Private Loca
crete. basements, toundaCall
Sam
my
Factory- trained service
bons, driveways. sidewLion
New home nearing
for Details
Rohm
men, six radio- dispatched
RECENT LISTING
completion in Pone Creek
alks. patios Free estiservice trucks 24 hour APPLES- Golde
Roomy 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick ranch home
Subdrysion 3 bedmates Chimneys new and
n Deli- Hi
emergency Service
in quiet residential neighborhood Fence
cious, Rome Beauty, Wine- rooms, 2 baths skylights
repaired 28 years experid
753 8181 Locally owned saps, Jonathon
backyard and outside storage. 560s.
753-5
ence
and other central gas heat, large
476
OF MURRAY
and operated Serving Mur
vanebet Plus sweet ceder
woocled lot $87.500 Call
ray and Calloway County McKenzi•'s
DECKS. fences. busnra.,
c.
Kopperud R•alty.
Orcha
rd,
for over 52 years
prig
and rased garden/
• 753-4725
753-1222
r
711 Main
753-1222
Rower beds 759 1424

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cad*,Ix. of
Paris, TN

POND WEED
CONTROL

Kopperud Realty

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Poodle

250

NOi*

Gene Steely

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

TOYOTA

Kopperud Realty
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Video conference about
neural networks set
for Sept. 27 at university

OBITUARIES
Otis M. Geurin
Otis M. Geurin, 75, of 502 South
Eighth Si, Murray, died Monday at
10:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he had retired from Calloway
County _goad Department.
Born July 17, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Jim Gcurin and Laura Pittman
Gcurin. He also was preceded in
death by two brothers, Troy Geurin, March 1971, and Eather Brown
Geurin, 1938.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mildred McPherson Geurin, to
whom he was married on Dec. 28,
1937; one daughter, Cathy Gcurin,
Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Danny
Gcurin and wife, Linda,
Raleigh,N.C.; two grandchildren,
Stacy Geurin and Leslie Geurin.
Also surviving are three

brothers, Luther Geurin and wife,
Louise, James °cum and wife,
Lorene, and Benny Gcurin and
wife, Notic, all of Murray; three
nieces, Bobbie Lane, Jo Burkeen
and Evelyn Phillips; three
nephews, Jimmy Geurin, Ronnie
Geurin and Bill Geurin.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Dennis Norvell will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie Geurin, Danny Phillips, Ronnie Burkeen, Wayne Fleming, Jimmy
Geurin and Bill Geurin. Burial will
foillow in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday) at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Opal Johnson Outland
Graveside services for Mrs. Opal
Johnson Outland were today at
10:30 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham
officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Outland, 80, of 1809 College Farm Rd., Murray, died Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one nephew,

Robert Robertson, Winchester,
Tenn.; two great-nieces, Mrs. Nancy Ryan Hickman, Benton, Ill., and
Mrs. Linda Ryan Tomlinson, Sacramento, Calif.; one great-nephew,
Steve Robertson, Tulsa, Okla.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to First United Methodist
Church, Murray, or Maurice Ryan
Memorial Scholarship at Murray
State University.

Gun safety clinic planned

-

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Dave
Stanley says it's important for people to know when to use handguns
in self-defense — and when to hold
their fire.
"I teach people to shoot, but I
also teach them not to," said Stanley, range officer for the Homeowners Gun Safety Clinic offered
three times a year.
The next clinic is Sept. 30, and
the program includes about two
hours of instruction on how to use
a handgun and information on state
laws about using deadly force to
protect your life.
Participants get a chance to use a
handgun, firing on Stanley's command. Although many of those
who sign up for the clinics are
women, men are also welcome.

Stanley has more than 25 years
of law enforcement and firearms
training, He operates the Firearm
Training Center behind his home,
where he teaches civilians and law
enforcement officers the safe use of
handguns.
He has been in charge of the security program at Barkley Regional
Airport for 12 years. And he has
trained juvenile officers for 13
years and the McCracken County
police auxiliary for five years in
handgun usage.
Stanley has also written articles
for several publications this year,
including Blue Line Police Magazine, Law and Order and Knight
Beat. He expects to have other articles published later this year.

Police arrest 2nd suspect
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A second White Plains man has
been arrested in connection with
the shooting death of an elderly
man who police believe died as he
was guarding a $I million marijuana field near Morton's Gap.
The Kentucky State Police said
Douglas Paul Browning, 23, was
arrested Saturday on a warrant
charging him with murder. State
police spokesman Bryan Pitney
said Browning was charged with
shooting the man in the chest with
a .32-caliber pistol.
James Edward Bryant, 51, was
arrested in the case Wednesday on
a charge of complicity to commit
murder, police said.
Pitney said Browning surrendered Saturday a state police trooper at the Hopkins County
Courthouse.
The identity of the victim, whose
body was badly decomposed, had

not been determined, Pitney said.
The dead man had been shot once
in the right chest.
Four men are believed to have
converged on the victim, who
apparently was guarding 705 highgrade marijuana plants worth an
estimated $I million, Pitney said.
The two other alleged attackers had
not been identified and no weapons
had been found, he said.
State police had been told four
men raided a guarded marijuana
field last summer and shots were
exchanged, Pitney said.
"We weren't able to put any
truth to that report because no location of the field waN given to us,"
he said. "Then somebody came
forward and identified the field."
Pitney said each of the plants in
the field was worth about $1,600
compared to $1,000 for conventional marijuana plants.

Bus rams paper offices
MESA, Ariz.(AP) — The driver
of a bus rammed the lobby of a
newspaper building Monday in
apparent retaliation for a front-page
photograph of an electrocuted man
that enraged his friends and relatives, police said.
No one was injured in the early
morning incident at The Mesa Tribune, which printed two color
photos last week in Mark Tracy's
death. Tracy, 25, was killed Sept.
18 when he touched a power line
while trimming a palm tree.
The driver of the bus got away.
but police were tracing identification found in a wallet under the
bus.
The newspaper ran one photo
showing Tracy's legs as paramedics lowered him from the tree. The
other photo showed a relative lean-
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ing against an ambulance after he
witnessed Tracy's death. The photo
of Tracy prompted angry telephone
calls and letters from Tracy's relatives and friends. Both pictures
were printed the day after Tracy's
death.
A caller to Phoenix television
station KTSP claimed responsibility for ramming the building
because the newspaper "disgraced" Tracy, said Mary Morse, a
morning producer. The caller did
not identify himself, she said.

nif
Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks proclaims the week
of Sept. 17-23 as American Constitution Week. Looking on are Mrs.
John Livesay, vice regent of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American Revolution, left, and Mrs. William L.
Gregory, chairman or the chapter's patient-veteran committee.

Davidson reports two mishaps
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Adjutant General Michael Davidson has confirmed two "mishaps"
involving National Guard helicopters during the recently completed
Green-Gray Sweep for marijuana,
though he had earlier denied any
such incidents.
Davidson said Monday he was
unaware of the incidents when
asked about them last week and
only learned of them later.
"What I was telling you was
techically correct," Davidson said.
"They're not accidents. They
weren't reported as accidents."'
Both incidents are described in
documents entitled "Preliminary
Report of Aircraft Mishap."
In one, several support structures
on a UH-1H Huey helicopter were
bent beyond tolerable limits after
the craft was forced into a hard
landing because it was loaded too
heavily. According to the six-page
report of the mishap that took place
on Aug. 22, the damage to the craft
cost $3,531.10 to repair.
The other incident took place
two days later when equipment carried by a state police trooper accidentally activated an emergency
window release. The window flew
up and damaged the main rotor
blade of a UH-60A Blackhawk
helicopter. lt cost $1,483.20 to
repair.
Davidson was asked about both
incidents last week during a news
conference called by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson to announce the results
of this year's sweep, a joint venture

by state police and the Guard to
find and destroy illegal marijuana
plots.
Davidson denied either incident
took place.
"There was no damage to the
aircraft and there is no accident
that happened," Davidson said last
week. "1 don't know if a Huey had
to sit down because it had too
much weight but there have been
no helicopter accidents, or hazardous, dangerous incidents on this
sweep. Period."
Davidson also said last week he
would be aware of the incidents
that were described to him.
"I wasn't on every helicopter
flight every night. The incident
you're asking about is news to me.
I can tell you we have had no incidence of accidents, damage to helicopter, danger. Because we have a
very elaborate reporting system and
nothing of that type has
happened."

Hazle named
to Kentucky
Parole Board
Phil Hazle, a probation and parole officer serving in Murray, has
been appointed by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson as a member of the Kentucky Parole Board.
Hazle will serve a four-year term
ending March 1, 1993.

A national video conference
titled "Neural Networks: Capabilities and Applications" which may
be of interest to engineers, computer professionals and technical
managers will be offered at Murray
State University on Wednesday,
Sept. 27.
Scheduled from 10:30 a.m. to 2
P.m. in the Mississippi Room on
the upper level of the Curtis Center, the program via satellite is
designed for individuals with an
interest in or a responsibility for
neural network technology.
To be led by Dr. James A.
Anderson of Brown University and
Dr. Bernard Widrow of Stanford
University, the program presents a
comprehensive, balanced view of
the rapidly emerging artificialintelligence technology.
Stan Key, director of conferences and workshops in the Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at Murray
State, said the video teleconference
is sponsored by Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc.
"Neural networks are capable of
analyzing problems with many variables," Key said. "They represent
a whole new generation of ways to
harness the power of computers."
A video teleconference combines
the use of large-screen television
and satellite technology with the
traditional techniques of conferencing to produce an effective and
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cost-efficient method of learning.
A registration fee of $50 per person includes all seminar matenals,
refreshment breaks and CEUs
(Continuing Education Units).
Anyone who would like to
obtain additional information or to
register for the neural network
program should call (502)
762-4220 or 1-800-669-7654 (from
outside Calloway County).

1-24 bridge
delays due
this week
Maintenance on the bridge
carrying Interstate 24 over the
Ohio River may mean traffic
delays for motorists Tuesday
and Wednesday.
The Illinois Department of
Transportation said the bridge
will be closed to all vehicles
heavier than 8,000 lbs. gross
weight for several periods of
up to 30 minutes between 8:30
a.m. and 3 p.m. both days.
Cars and light trucks may
cross at a reduced speed of 45
mph.
The bridge will be closed to
all traffic once or twice for 30
minutes during the two-day
period.

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$

95

$ 1 19
Small

Large

With Garlic Bread • Salad 89' Extra
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks

$1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
1.0%%111111
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Wednesday 11 a.m. • 10 p.m.

You can't eat this well at home for this price.

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market
Prices as or 10 21.M.
Industrial Average
+18.43
I.B.M.
Preious Close
2659.19
Ingersoll Rand
.Air Products
46% +3
/
4
Jerrico
A.T.0.-C lass A
473
/
4 B 48A
Kmart
AT&T
42% +%
Kroger
Bell South
54 +%
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
28% +%
JCPenney
Chrysler
25% unc
Quaker Oats
CSX Corp
35% +%
Sears
Dean Foods
33% unc
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store 12% B 123
/
4A
Time Inc.
Exxon
45% +%
UST
Ford
51% +%
Wal-Mart
General Motors
47% +3
/
4
Woolworth
Goodrich
55% +%
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
52% +%
BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

1171
/
4 +1
45% +%
23% B 23% A
39)
/.
18% +1
/
4
29% +%
68% +I
611
/
4 +1
/
4
42% +1
/
4
511
/
4 +1
/
4
1381
/
4 +14
27 +%
39/
3
4 +3
/
4
64% +%
8.13
COURTSOUARE

753-3366

MURRAY KY.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Sat. 8-Noon

CASH & CARRY

Sale Ends 10/3/89

Vinyl Mobile
Home Skirting
Beautiful durable and economical
because it's so easy to install.

1, 1_,L1 1
1
•1
.1
Vertical 14'x70' Kit

JiJ

299"

White or Beige
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INSURANCE
Free Claim
Filing For ALL
My Clients
The Average Cost Of A Nursing
Home is $1 ,500 to $2,000 a
month

Lou V. McGary
Who will pay the bill for a nursing home
stay for you? Call for free information on
custodial, intermediate, and skilled
nursing home coverage.
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Carpenters
Apron

DON'T
Concrete
FORGET!
Mix
#R499-2
COLONY
60 Lb
PAINTS
$1 89
-0 NOW ON 4.06
A Great Christmas '
Gitt
-ftvSALE
8 Foot
Asphalt
4". THRU
Pressure-Treated
Shingles
41` SEPT. ‘,
—

Landscape
Timbers

Class A No
Fiberglass

1

griF

$288

Treated Lattice
4 xB'

753-7890

I

$749

-Standard
weight
•Sun adrntated
seal down tabs
bond shingles
torthef

'18"

sq
Cash & Carry
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